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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Broadband Internet service is integrated into nearly every aspect of contemporary American society. In pursuit of broadband’s social payoffs, some municipal governments have taken on the enormous financial risk of building and operating their own communications networks in areas where service is not yet available or where deemed by local officials to be inadequate. They do so, it is claimed, “because no one else will.” In markets where private firms already provide some level of service, these government-owned and operated systems become “competitors” to the existing private firms, leading to controversy. Opponents of city-run networks view such actions as inherently unfair, a threat to private investment, and risky for taxpayers and captive municipal electric utility ratepayers forced to shoulder millions in financial losses. In response to such concerns, twenty-three states have passed laws overseeing how their political subdivisions enter the communications business, adding fuel to the controversy. Recently, the FCC preempted such laws in the states of Tennessee and North Carolina at the request of cities in those states.

While the debate over government-owned networks is heated, what is lacking is a cohesive economic analysis of the phenomenon. This study attempts to fill that gap by breaking the issue down to its fundamentals by using standard economic concepts and the available evidence. The purpose of this study is neither to encourage nor disparage municipal broadband as a policy option, but rather to provide an economic framework that aids in understanding what municipal broadband is and what it is not; and how one might reasonably support it or how one might reasonably reject it.

The paper’s findings may be summarized as follows.

First, municipal broadband is motivated by the alleged social payoffs of the technology. If broadband provided only private benefits, then private action would be sufficient and there would be no policy interest in the issue. The social benefits of broadband accrue neither to broadband providers nor their consumers, but to a third party (i.e., a positive externality). As a consequence of large third-party effects, the private incentives of consumers to pay for and the private incentives of firms to deploy the “right amount” of broadband are systematically too low from a social perspective. Disappointment in the deployment and adoption of broadband leads to public policies aimed at closing this gap. Municipal broadband is one such policy, though the wisdom of the policy is hotly disputed.

Second, the economics predict and the evidence confirms that municipal broadband is in almost all scenarios subsidized entry. In Chattanooga-Tennessee, for example, the city’s system received a federal grant equal to about $2,000 per subscriber, while in Bristol-Virginia the subsidies received from various sources equaled about $7,000 per subscriber. Many if not most proponents of municipal broadband acknowledge that without subsidization, municipal broadband is a non-starter. The asymmetric subsidization of a government-owned firm with no regard for profit is a legitimate and serious concern because it presents a serious
threat to private investment in broadband infrastructure and competition and exposes taxpayers and captive municipal electric ratepayers to significant financial risks.

Third, the economics indicate that subsidized municipal broadband is incapable of increasing competition, if competition is measured as the number of firms offering service in a given area. Municipal systems regularly obtain 60% market share and remove a major anchor tenant (the government) from private networks, thereby weakening the economic case for private investment in upgrades. If municipal systems are truly not interested in profit maximization, as is frequently claimed, then municipal entry may be a poison pill for all private sector investment. It may also hasten the exit of private firms from the marketplace, reducing, not increasing, competition if competition is measured by the number of firms.

Fourth, subsidized municipal entry is prone to be predatory. Municipalities operating broadband networks are not, as the Supreme Court observed, acting only “to serve the public weal.” Instead, the municipal entrant seeks to capture market share from private sector providers. As such, if one discusses municipal broadband in the context of competition, the asymmetric subsidized entry of a municipal system is better characterized as anticompetitive in nature. Antitrust laws may, surprisingly enough, apply to municipalities offering broadband services, perhaps exposing cities to significant litigation risk.

Fifth, because it is disconnected from profit maximization and asymmetrically subsidized, economic theory suggests that the mere threat of municipal entry can reduce private sector investment. This deterrence effect is particularly pernicious at a time when private providers are undergoing widespread and costly upgrades to their networks. Paradoxically, the resulting lack of private supply may then be used to justify the municipal entry that caused the lack of competition in the first place.

Sixth, economic theory reveals that the unqualified support of municipal broadband as a means to create “more competitors” cannot be supported. Further, the dependence on asymmetric subsidies worsens the welfare consequences because subsidy dollars are expensive; research suggests that every dollar of spending by government costs much more than a dollar to gather and distribute. Hundreds of millions in federal, state and local subsidies have been used to support failed municipal networks.

Seventh, incurring the massive fixed and sunk costs of building one more broadband network, especially with subsidy dollars, is a very inefficient way to obtain the positive externalities of broadband. If subsidies are to be used, theory indicates that subsidies to existing firms to increase output to achieve externalities is likely to be a more efficient approach. Subsidies are continuous and can be fine-tuned and targeted—entry is a clumsy approach in that it is discrete, untargeted, relatively expensive, risky for taxpayers, and arguably predatory.
Eighth, many (but not all) of the provisions of state laws overseeing municipal broadband are seen as having a sound economic basis. Most of these laws attempt primarily to limit the subsidization of municipal systems, to encourage first the pursuit of alternatives to municipal entry, and to protect taxpayers from undue risk (or at least inform them of it, say, by requiring a referendum). In doing so, these laws may very well reduce the likelihood of municipal entry, but they do so for sound reasons. Even laws that prohibit municipal broadband altogether, while admittedly an extreme approach, can be supported by legitimate economic arguments, at least in markets where private providers already provide service.

Finally, broadband is economically important, but most of the economic gains attributed to municipal broadband systems are based on economic migration rather than economic development. For the most part, the economic development from municipal broadband systems is based on stealing businesses from other cities. Certainly, such “economic migration”—as opposed to economic growth—is advantageous to a city, but whatever gains the city obtains from recruiting business is a loss to the city from which that business came. Since there are costs to moving and large costs of building the network, it may be that the migration is net detrimental to society as a whole, even if “privately” profitable to the city. Oddly, the federal subsidies used to encourage economic migration are funded by people in cities losing businesses. While it is easy to see a city’s leadership wanting to advantage its city over others, it is not clear why the federal government should be complicit in the act. Business stealing is also not a sustainable policy. A “first mover” advantage is, by definition, not available to late comers. Newer and proposed deployments of municipal systems are perhaps already late to the party; the incentive to migrate to a particular city for high-speed broadband, and the economic gain realized from such migration, gets smaller by the day.

It is fair to say that the basic economics presented here prescribe a heavy dose of caution regarding municipal entry into the communications business. Economics does not, however, offer an unequivocal indictment of municipal broadband. The benefits of broadband Internet service are perceived to be quite large and allegedly include externalities; most of the welfare gains from broadband are obtained with even a single provider. Municipal broadband may have a role to play in broadband deployment in markets where private entry is not profitable, even if municipal entry is heavily subsidized. In markets already served, however, there are potentially more efficient and less controversial alternatives to capture the benefits of broadband service than by forcing an increase in the number of competitors by subsidizing a government-owned firm, which, according to economic theory, is an action better characterized as anticompetitive than it is competitive.

The economic analysis presented here and the fact municipalities are building such systems spotlights the void in sensible federal and state public policies for marginal communities where private incentives may not be as strong as is socially desired. It is perhaps fair to say that municipal broadband should be the last-ditch effort, and it is likely that many cities took it to be so but eventually entered anyway. Desperate times may call for desperate measures, and when the toolkit is limited, the chosen fix may appear to be a kluge. Undoubtedly, desperation is a
lousy climate for good decision-making, but a failure to contemplate this desperation leaves one ignorant of the nature of the municipal broadband phenomenon. In that light, this paper demonstrates that municipal broadband may in part be symptoms of the lack of coherent, economically-informed federal or state policies for broadband deployment and adoption.
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I. Introduction

Broadband Internet service is integrated into nearly every aspect of contemporary American society, perhaps even to a fault. Kids sleep (or not) with their Internet-connected mobile devices under their pillows, mental health professions treat afflictions like Internet Addiction Disorder and Compulsive Internet Use, and half of the nation’s ministers are having issues with online pornography.1 Like all things there are downsides, but broadband Internet connectivity is now seen as essential for modern life, not only because of the significant private benefits to its users, but also because of the alleged sizable social pay off—a “broadband bonus” above and beyond the purely private benefits of the service.2 Consider the Federal Communications Commission’s 2010 National Broadband Plan’s take: “Broadband is a platform to create today’s high-performance America—an America of universal opportunity and increasing innovation, an America that can continue to lead the global economy, an America with world-leading broadband-enables health care, education, energy, job training, civic engagement, government performance and public safety.”3 While the rhetoric is often melodramatic, broadband is unquestionably very important to consumers for its private benefits and to policymakers for its purported social payoffs, leading some political leaders to label the service a “necessity” and even a “human right.”4 Ubiquitous availability of broadband, if not universal adoption, is now a policy goal.5


3 National Broadband Plan, id., at p. 3.

Private investment has gone a very long way to providing ubiquitous deployment and about 70% of U.S. homes subscribe to the service. There remains work to be done, however. Nearly 5% of households still can’t subscribe to a basic fixed broadband service (the definition of which is fluid) and the capabilities of broadband connections vary widely across the country. Adoption, while high, is still deemed too low, especially in certain segments of the population leading to what is often referred to as the Digital Divide.

Working against the lofty goals of policymakers with respect to broadband are a number of factors including variations in consumer demand based on income, education, age, 

---


perceived value, and so forth, and the high deployment and operating costs of broadband networks.\(^9\)

In pursuit of broadband’s social payoffs, some municipal governments have taken on the enormous financial risk of building and operating their own communications networks in order to provide telephone, video and high-speed Internet connectivity to their constituents (and in some persons beyond the municipal boundaries). These government-owned networks (“GONs”) are most often being built in areas where communications services are not available or where the connection speeds and market coverage of existing private providers are deemed by local officials to be inadequate.\(^10\) Municipal governments generally have no interest in constructing and operating a communications network and most cities will never even consider it, yet out of desperation for modern communications services (i.e., very high-speed broadband) and the benefits they are believed to provide a few hundred cities are doing so.\(^11\) In markets where private firms already provide some level of service, these government-owned and operated systems become “competitors” to the existing private firms, typically amassing significant market share and serving most if not all government buildings.

Not surprisingly, these municipal broadband systems are highly controversial. Opponents contend that having to compete with the government is inherently unfair.\(^12\) Opponents also claim that the presence of a government-owned firm threatens private investment, a position supported by the National Broadband Plan and economic theory. A number of high-profile failures, forcing taxpayers and captive municipal electric utility ratepayers to shoulder millions in financial losses, provide potent warning regarding the

---

9 Id.

10 These areas are often referred to as “underserved” communities. See, e.g., 2015 Broadband Progress Report, supra n. 6; H. Schaub and D. West, Broadband Alternatives in Unserved and Underserved Areas, BROOKINGS TECHTANK (May 23, 2014) (available at: http://www.brookings.edu/blogs/techtank/posts/2014/05/23-broadband-alternatives-underserved-areas-schaub);

11 Municipal Networks Will Not Wire U.S. for Broadband, SPEEDMATTERS.ORG (undated) (available at: http://www.speedmatters.org/blog/archive/municipal-networks-will-not-wire-u.s.-for-broadband); A similar point is made by Harold DePriest, head of Chattanooga’s municipal broadband system, at a hearing before the Tennessee State Legislature (“This stuff is not cheap, it is not easy, and [] I’m not really telling you that every community is going to run out and build broadband, that doesn’t make sense to me (at 8:32)” (available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRtzmNMGILo&index=19&list=FLeDkoYbc2Yqm0TN6BcGUoOJQ); M. Zager, Census of Community Fiber Networks Rises to 165, BROADBAND COMMUNITIES (August/September 2015)(available at: http://www.bbpmag.com/Features/0815Census-of-Community-Fiber-Networks-Rises-to165.php); Community-Based Broadband Solutions the Benefits of Competition and Choice for Community Development and Highspeed Internet Access, Executive Office of the President (January 2015)(available at: http://muninetworks.org/sites/www.muninetworks.org/files/White-House-community-based-broadband-report-by-executive-office-of-the-president_1.pdf); http://muninetworks.org/communitymap.

12 This “unfair” concept has many elements including debt costs, tax advantages, and so forth. For example, in some instances, municipal broadband systems do make payments to the city (but not usually to the state or federal governments) that are analogous to taxes. City systems may also face requirements that private providers do not.
risks and likely consequences of such ventures.13 Such arguments have proven compelling: twenty-three states have passed laws overseeing how their political subdivisions enter the communications business.14 In a few cases, cities are prohibited by law from doing so. Like municipal broadband itself, these laws are highly controversial and there is a movement afoot to have them either repealed or preempted by the federal government. Recently, the FCC preempted such laws in the states of Tennessee and North Carolina at the request of cities in those states.15 In all likelihood, the FCC’s preemptive action will not withstand judicial scrutiny,16 but its actions confess to the intense political nature and emotional investment in this issue. Cheered on by the Obama Administration, the push for municipal broadband is as strong as ever.17 Whether they want to or not, state legislatures will be addressing the question of municipal broadband networks, and the laws they have or have not passed, for years to come.

While the controversy surrounding municipal broadband has generated a rich, varied and informative literature on the phenomenon, what appears to be missing is a careful

---


15 2015 Preemption Order, supra n. 6. As of this writing, the 2015 Preemption Order is on appeal before the Sixth Circuit as The State of Tennessee et al. v. FCC & USA (Case No. 14-3291).


economic analysis of the underlying nature of municipal broadband and its advocacy, and why we see government entry in an industry where private investment is abundant. In this paper, I try to fill that gap. As I see it, the economic essence of municipal broadband can be boiled down to a simple question: why is the municipality the only one willing to build the network? Evidently, the answer is “because no one else will.” This question and its restatement as an answer help frame up the economic analysis of the issue, or at least key parts of it.

The reader should be aware, however, that my effort is admittedly and necessarily modest. It is unlikely that a single exercise will tell us all we need to know about the advisability of municipal entry in cities as diverse as Seattle-Washington (population 670,000), Chattanooga-Tennessee (population 173,000), Barbourville-Kentucky (population 3,200), Lenox-Iowa (population 1,359) and American Samoa (population 55,000). Admittedly, my analysis may lead to more questions than answers, but I do believe the contemplation of these new questions will improve policy making in this space. As is posted on the reading room door at Tromsø University in Sweden: “We have not succeeded in answering all our problems. The answers we have found only serve to raise a whole set of new questions. In some ways we feel we are as confused as ever, but we believe we are confused on a higher level and about more important things.”

II. Summary of Findings

My analysis relies heavily on (somewhat basic) economic theory, so my findings are general in nature. Nevertheless, much of the evidence and anecdote on municipal

18 A list of numerous studies is maintained at: http://muninetworks.org/reports.


broadband fits nicely into this general framework. The economics also have a long-run view, revealing the underlying yet powerful forces that produce outcomes. Much of the evidence has a decidedly short-run view, whether for or against municipal broadband. While there is always the possibility of the exceptional anecdote showing a short-run departure from prediction, policy should not be based solely (if at all) on anecdote and naive, short-run considerations. Systematic departures of the evidence from the theory presented here, if they occur, point to areas for further research.

My purpose is not to disparage or promote municipal broadband as a policy option, but rather to provide an economic framework that aids in understanding what municipal broadband is and what it is not; and how one might reasonably support it or how one might reasonably oppose it. Municipal broadband is a complex issue, and this paper is but one entry into a portfolio of analysis and evidence on the topic (much of which remains to be done).

My findings may be summarized as follows.

First, the exceedingly high standards set for ubiquitous deployment and universal adoption of broadband are not based on the private benefits of the service, but on the social benefits of it. If private benefits were all broadband offered, then there would be little policy interest in expanding the availability and adoption of broadband. The distinction between private and social benefits is critical. The social benefits of broadband accrue neither to broadband providers nor their consumers, but to a third party. Thus, broadband policy is motivated by a positive externality. Consumers are not inclined to pay for benefits that accrue to others, and firms aren’t interested in benefits that don’t affect revenues and profits. As a consequence of positive third-party effects (to the extent they exist), the private incentives of consumers to pay for and the private incentives of firms to deploy the “right amount” of broadband are systematically too low from a social perspective. As such, when evaluating broadband from a social viewpoint,

---

24 Building a communications networks requires sizable upfront investments, thus ensuring the builder will incur losses in the early years of operation. Such losses are not an indictment of the network. Profits must be evaluated over many years using discounting analysis.

25 Governments may be used for the purpose of manipulating markets to obtain advantages for one party or another, but I ignore these purely political motivations.

26 D.W. Pearce, DICTIONARY OF MODERN ECONOMICS (1989) (“Externalities involve an interdependence of utility and/or production functions. [] For example, a beekeeper may benefit neighboring farmers by incidentally supplying pollination services. [] A distinction is drawn between marginal and inframarginal externalities. In the former small changes in the level of the externality-generating activity will affect the production or utility of the externally affected party. In the latter, while the activity itself generates an externality, small or marginal changes in the level of the activity do not have any effect on the production or utility of the externally-affected party. A Pareto-relevant externality occurs when the extent of the activity may be modified in such a way that the externally-affected party can be made better off without the acting party being made worse off, that is, where there exists the possibility of gains from trade.”)

disappointment in the deployment and adoption of broadband is guaranteed absent an effective policy to close the gap between private and social benefits. Competition is not a solution to the externality problem, so the competition justification for municipal broadband is where the advocacy is misguided. Traditionally, externalities are dealt with by using subsidies to alter private incentives so that they coincide with the social perspective, thereby increasing consumer welfare.

Second, the economics predict (and the evidence confirms) that municipal broadband is in almost all scenarios subsidized entry, covering capital costs and losses with tax dollars and other internal transfers. Advocates of municipal broadband do not generally contest this fact. In Chattanooga-Tennessee, for example, the city’s system received a federal grant equal to about $2,000 per subscriber, and millions more in subsidies from the city’s captive electric ratepayers. In Bristol-Virginia, direct subsidies received from various sources equaled about $7,000 per subscriber. In fact, many if not most proponents of municipal broadband acknowledge that without subsidization, municipal broadband is a non-starter. Indeed, some state laws are criticized, including the North Carolina law that the FCC recently preempted, because these laws attempt to limit subsidization and thereby serve, it is claimed, as an entry barrier. While subsidies may be a solution to an externality problem, the asymmetric subsidization of municipal entrants (or any entrant) is a legitimate and serious concern. Entry by a subsidized government-owned firm with no regard for profit reduces the incentives of private firms to invest in modern communications infrastructure and may reduce consumer welfare.

Third, the economics indicate that subsidized municipal broadband is incapable of increasing competition, if competition is measured as the number of firms offering service in a given area. The number of providers in a market is determined by economic forces, not the whims of federal, state or city politicians.28 In the long run, the number of firms that can profitably serve a market is what it is, so eventually either the municipal entrant will fail or a private-provider will exit or materially reduce its investments. Evidence suggests that municipal systems regularly obtain significant market shares and often remove a major anchor tenant (the government) from private networks, thereby weakening the economic case for private investment in upgrades. If municipal systems are truly not interested in profit maximization, as is frequently claimed, then municipal entry may be a poison pill for all private sector investment.29

---

28 Certainly, governments can impose laws and regulations that restrict the number of competitors, but adding competitors to a market equilibrium is extremely difficult and is certain to require some type of subsidization.

29 H. Rosoff, Tacoma Could be First Major Washington City with Publicly-Owned Broadband Network, KIRO7.COM (November 30, 2015)(quoting Tacoma Public Utility Board Chairman Bryan Flint: “Publicly-run means we don’t have a profit motive”) (available at: http://www.kirotv.com/news/news/utility-board-tacoma-council-decide-click-cable-tv/npy6z); D. St. John, Municipal Fiber to the Home Deployments: Next Generation Broadband as a Municipal Utility, Fiber to the Home Council (April 2008) (available at: http://community-wealth.org/sites/clone.community-wealth.org/files/downloads/article-st-john.pdf) (“In the case of muni systems, which are not-for-profit enterprises, one measure of “success” is defined as the level of their “take rate”—that is, the percentage of potential subscribers who are offered the service that actually do subscribe (at 3)”; J. Engebretson, Broadband Payback Not Just About Subscriber Revenues, CONNECTED
Fourth, and following from the prior findings, subsidized municipal entry is prone to be predatory (i.e., prices below incremental cost). Municipalities operating broadband networks are not, as the Supreme Court observed, acting only “to serve the public weal.”30 Instead, the municipal entrant seeks to capture market share from private sector providers. As such, if one discusses municipal broadband in the context of competition, the asymmetric subsidized entry of a municipal system is better characterized as anticompetitive in nature. Antitrust laws may, surprisingly enough, apply to municipalities offering broadband services, perhaps exposing cities to significant litigation risk.

Fifth, because municipal systems are disconnected from profit maximization and asymmetrically subsidized, the mere threat of municipal entry can reduce private sector investment. This deterrence effect is particularly pernicious at a time when private providers are undergoing widespread and costly upgrades to their networks. Paradoxically, the resulting lack of private supply may then be used to justify the municipal entry that caused the perceived lack of competition in the first place.

Sixth, economic theory reveals that the unqualified support of “more competitors” cannot be supported. As is well-documented in the economics literature, as a consequence of profit maximization and fixed costs, free entry into a market typically leads to excessive, not too little, entry. It may be a bitter pill to swallow when consumers face relatively few suppliers, but the risk of welfare-reducing entry are particularly acute in broadband markets. Lower prices (and thus higher quantities) must be paid for by the high-cost of building a new network. Thus, the consumer welfare implications of forced entry via municipal broadband may very well be unfavorable. The dependence on asymmetric subsidies worsens the welfare consequences because subsidy dollars are expensive; research suggests that every dollar of spending by government costs much more than a dollar to gather and distribute. Hundreds of millions in federal subsidies have been used to support municipal networks and is well known that the federal budget deficits and federal spending are out of control.

Seventh, given the above, some (but not all) of the provisions of state laws overseeing municipal broadband are seen as having a sound economic basis. Many of these laws attempt primarily to limit the subsidization of municipal systems, to encourage first the pursuit of alternatives to municipal entry, and to protect taxpayers from undue risk (or at least inform them of it, say, by requiring a referendum). In doing so, certain provisions may very well reduce the likelihood of municipal entry, but they do so for sound economic

and policy reasons. Even laws that prohibit municipal broadband altogether, while admittedly an extreme approach, can be supported by legitimate economic arguments, at least in markets where private providers already provide service.

Eighth, a shift to the “positive externality” motivation for municipal broadband in marginal markets is very informative and has the advantage of being logically sound. Still, incurring the massive fixed and sunk costs of building one more broadband network, especially with subsidy dollars, is a very inefficient way to obtain the alleged positive externalities of broadband. If subsidies are to be used, theory indicates that subsidies to existing firms to increase output to realize externalities is likely to be a more efficient approach. Subsidies are continuous and can be fine-tuned and targeted—entry is a clumsy approach in that it is discrete, untargeted, relatively expensive, risky for taxpayers, and arguably predatory.

Finally, broadband is economically important, but most of the economic gains attributed to municipal broadband systems are based on economic migration rather than economic development. For the most part, the economic development from municipal broadband systems is based on stealing businesses from other cities. Certainly, such “economic migration”—as opposed to economic growth—is “privately” advantageous to a city, but whatever gains the city obtains from recruiting business is a loss to the city from which that business came. Since there are costs to moving and large costs of building the network, it may be that the migration is net detrimental to society as a whole. Oddly, the federal subsidies used to encourage economic migration are funded by taxpayers in cities losing businesses. While it is easy to see a city’s leadership wanting to advantage its city over others, it is not clear why the federal and state governments should be complicit in the act. Business stealing is also not a sustainable policy. A “first mover” advantage is, by definition, not available to late comers. Newer and proposed deployments of municipal systems are perhaps already late to the party; the incentive to migrate to a particular city for high-speed broadband, and the economic gain realized from such migration, gets smaller by the day.

It is fair to say that the basic economics presented here prescribe a heavy dose of caution regarding municipal entry into the communications business, perhaps explaining why much of the debate is political rather than economic in nature. Economics does not, however, offer an unequivocal indictment of municipal broadband. The benefits of broadband Internet service are perceived to be quite large and include externalities, and most of the welfare gains from broadband are obtained with even a single provider. Municipal broadband may have a role to play in broadband deployment in markets where private entry is not profitable, even if municipal entry is subsidized heavily. In markets already served, however, there are potentially more efficient and less controversial alternatives to capture the benefits of broadband service than by forcing an increase in the number of competitors by subsidizing a government-owned firm, which, according to economic theory, is an action better characterized as anticompetitive than it is competitive.

The economic analysis presented here and the fact municipalities are building such systems spotlights the void in sensible federal and state public policies for marginal communities where private incentives may not be as strong as is socially desired. It is perhaps fair to say that municipal broadband should be the last-ditch effort, and I suspect
that many cities took it to be so but eventually built a network anyway.\textsuperscript{31} Desperate times may call for desperate measures, and when the toolkit is limited, the chosen fix may appear to be a kluge. Undoubtedly, desperation is a lousy climate for good decision-making,\textsuperscript{32} but a failure to contemplate this desperation leaves one ignorant of the nature of the municipal broadband phenomenon. In that light, municipal broadband may be a symptom of the lack of a coherent, economically-informed federal (and state) policy for broadband deployment and adoption in economically-marginal communities.

III. The Economics of the Broadband Bonus

If one were to condense the \textit{National Broadband Plan} down to a single sentence, it might look something like this: \textit{broadband is really important and we need people to use more of it}.\textsuperscript{33} Broadband’s importance stems from both its private value and its social value, but it is the social value that drives the need for social policy. While activities are not always easily categorized as one or the other, the \textit{Plan’s} depiction of broadband as a “platform to create today’s high-performance America” suggests that the Internet is useful for more than just shopping and watching high-definition movies and cat videos (which provide benefits primarily of a private nature). Downloading a movie in five seconds rather than five minutes is a private issue, not a social good worthy of taxes and subsidies.\textsuperscript{34} Alternately, widespread broadband use may permit governments, school systems and healthcare providers to operate more efficiently and at lower costs by conducting business online, and these efficiencies may be viewed as rendering social benefits not fully captured by private parties. In this paper, I will use the term “positive externality” to account for those uses that produce a benefit above and beyond what consumers are willing to pay for themselves and what firms can turn into revenues.\textsuperscript{35}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{Oregon Municipal Broadband,} League of Oregon Cities (July 2011) at p. 30 (available at: \url{http://www.orcities.org/Portals/17/Headlines/BroadbandReport%20July%202011%20FINALforWEB.pdf}) (“In 1999, the cities of Monmouth and Independence asked their local cable company when high-speed Internet would be introduced to the cities. The cities were told services would be available no sooner than 2020. With the new millennium approaching, both cities realized that to be economically viable, high-speed Internet services were desperately needed. Accordingly, the two cities conducted a feasibility study regarding an intergovernmental broadband network. This study also included a public survey, which showed that the citizens of Monmouth and Independence were receptive to the idea of a municipal broadband utility. Furthermore, a major client was eager to receive better telecommunications services, Western Oregon University. These and other factors illustrated to the two city councils that a municipal broadband utility was a viable and necessary project.”).
  \item \textsuperscript{32} \textit{See, e.g.,} R. Beard, \textit{Bankruptcy and Care Choice,} 12 \textit{RAND JOURNAL OF ECONOMICS} 626-634 (1990).
  \item \textsuperscript{34} It could be argued that such a difference may serve as a recruitment device for a city, but this does not contribute to any social net gain. Whatever benefits arise from one city recruiting a business is offset by the loss to the community from which the business originated. In fact, the recruitment motivation for cities is likely to be welfare reducing in that it encourages the premature deployment of new networks.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} What online activities may fully qualify as an externality, in any formal sense, is debatable.
\end{itemize}
An important aspect of a positive externality is that such benefits accrue neither to broadband providers nor their consumers but to a third party. Consumers are not inclined to pay for benefits that accrue to others. Likewise, firms are profit maximizers, so any benefit that does not affect revenues and profits does not impact its decisions. In the presence of a positive externality, the private incentives of consumers to pay for and the private incentives of firms to deploy the “right amount” of broadband are a too low from a social perspective. This lack of attention to the full social values of broadband to others results because consumers or the veil we call a “firm” that masks a group of consumers, are normally willing to pay only for benefits they receive. Altruism is noble, but not universal. The wedge between private and social benefits is the source of the dissatisfaction with both the deployment of and adoption of broadband service, and this displeasure in turn drives a heightened attention to broadband policy. All the wishful thinking, complaining, and name calling people can muster won’t close this gap; only a change in the economics of deployment and adoption will make the difference. Municipal broadband does not alter the economics of broadband but ignores them.

A. The Externality Issue

Figure 1 illustrates the nature of the externality problem using the basic supply-demand graph, where quantity is measured along the horizontal axis and price along the vertical axis.36 The private demand for the good is the downward sloping curve labeled D. Given constant cost and perfect competition, the equilibrium quantity based on private incentives alone is \( Q_P \), where demand and long-run supply (S) intersect. Assuming the good produces a positive externality of value \( E \), the social demand curve is the downward sloping curve labeled \( D + E \), which is shifted up and to the right by the amount \( E \) to account for the positive externality. For society, which includes the third parties receiving the external benefit, the desired quantity is \( Q_E \). When accounting for the externality, private incentives produce a quantity that is too low (by the amount \( Q_S \) less \( Q_P \)). By subsidizing consumers by an amount equal to \( E \), the effective demand of the consumers seen by the sellers is now \( D + E \), so the externality problem is resolved and \( Q_E \) becomes the equilibrium quantity.37

---


37 A subsidy to the firms of the same amount would lower the perceived marginal cost, thus increasing quantity by the same amount.
If the private incentives of consumers and producers produce too little quantity by a failure to internalize the externality, then a subsidy is a policy solution. (Taxes are used to solve the negative externality problem.) Broadband service is believed to provide positive externalities and these externalities lead to calls for ubiquitous deployment and universal adoption. Yet, because these goals are based on social rather than private gains, neither goal will be met without some type of intervention. In this simple scenario, that intervention is a subsidy.\footnote{A subsidy intervention may involve the public supply of the good or service, as with public education.}

B. Competition is Not the Solution to Externalities

The fact that quantity is too low in the presence of a positive externality is the source of much confusion in the broadband policy sphere, especially with regard to municipal broadband. Specifically, basic economics indicates that competition reduces prices and, in turn, increases quantity by the law of demand. This leads to the belief that if quantity is “too low,” then an increase in competition is a suitable solution. It is not. Indeed, in Figure 1, perfect competition is assumed, and yet quantity remains too low. Competition is not a solution to the externality problem; no amount of competition will close the gap between the private and socially desired quantity. Calls simply to “promote competition” are plainly off base and reflects an ignorance of the true nature of the problem and its solution.\footnote{Available at: \url{https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-15-62A2.pdf}.}

That said, with respect to wireline markets, it’s not difficult to see where the lust for competition comes from, even if in error. As shown in Table 1, FCC data from 2013 (the latest available) indicates that many household are not overwhelmed with choices when it comes to wireline broadband providers.\footnote{2015 Broadband Progress Report, supra n. 6 at Chart 2.} In the table, three different “speeds” are provided, which are rough approximations of connection quality or capability. At the lowest speed of 3 Mbps down and 768 kpbs up, households do have quite a few options, with two-thirds of homes having access to three or more providers. That leaves about one-three of houses with access to two providers, and roughly one-fourth of houses with access to only one provider.
third with two or fewer options. As speeds rise, options fall. The FCC presently defines “broadband service” as having a minimum of 25 Mbps down and 3 Mbps up. At these higher speeds, a household’s options are even more limited, with 61% of homes having one or no provider. If one assumes that the number of providers is a useful measure of competition, then it is not difficult to see why competition arguments are used to drive public policy.\footnote{In fact, there is an argument to make that the FCC’s definition of broadband was intended to make competition appear anemic.} Nevertheless, the focus on competition is misplaced. Competition cannot solve the externality problem. No amount of competition is going to lead to ubiquitous deployment, since there are many markets where even a monopolist can’t earn a return large enough to justify the necessary investments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Fixed Broadband Providers by Household (2013)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+ Providers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A review of the vast literature on municipal broadband reveals the same confusion between the effect of positive externalities and of competition. Positive externalities are realized when people “consume” broadband, and the more they consume of it, the larger is social well-being (i.e., consumer welfare, economic welfare, or social welfare). Municipal broadband networks do not solve the externality problem by competing with the private sector. \textit{To solve the externality problem, we need more quantity, not more firms.} Adding more sellers to the market does not address the underlying problem, because that problem is a wedge between private and social values. In the absence of a subsidy, firms, no matter their count, are only concerned with private values. Certainly, in the presence of excessive market power, additional competition may bring down prices. Even so, these marginal reductions in price can never solve the real problem—that is, the externality problem. How these price reductions are obtained is also important, and I address that question in more detail in the following sections.

With regards to the externality issue, federal policy is not entirely off track, it’s just incomplete. Recently, the FCC created and is now administering a subsidy program for broadband deployment in which private providers are paid to deploy broadband in demonstrably uneconomic areas. The Connect America Fund (“CAF”) program is focused almost exclusively on areas that are not served at all (or served with very low speed connections).\footnote{Details on the FCC’s Connect America Fund may be found at: https://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/connecting-america.} Yet, the externality exists everywhere (if it exists at all).

As shown in Table 1, private incentives are sufficient for the deployment of high-speed networks, and usually multiple networks, in most cities and places across the country. Yet, adoption may remain too low by social standards. Where broadband is not available, the FCC has stepped in to subsidize broadband deployment (by a single firm), but only in the
most uneconomic markets. Private incentives and the FCC’s narrow focus will have the side effect of creating a “valley of death” in some areas that do not qualify as unserved but are also not served in a manner some people may determine to be adequate (i.e., they are “underserved”). This problem already exists today, and (I believe) is the source of the municipal broadband phenomenon. Today, there is no federal policy to address the shortfall in private incentives that may exist in areas where service is provided but not at a level some deem sufficient for modern times. As such, cities are left to their own devices to solve the problem often with only the crudest of tools. Enlightened management of rights-of-way and using the government as an anchor tenant for private providers may be effective tools in some areas, but may not always be adequate to induce the widespread availability of very high-speed broadband networks at privately uneconomic prices. A lack of sufficient private incentives, and government programs to resolve that shortfall, the municipal network arises as an apparent solution. Municipal broadband does not, however, address the fundamental uneconomic nature of the investment.

C. Municipal Systems in the Valley of Death

A review of where municipal broadband has been deployed says much about the issue. In Figure 2, the quartile distribution of the populations of cities listed in a recent census of fiber municipal broadband networks is shown. From this figure, we see that 82% of systems in the survey are in cities with less than 50,000 in population (or about 20,000 homes). About 60% of these communities had populations less than 25,000 (10,000 homes), about half had populations less than 18,000 (7,200 homes), and one-third have populations less than 10,000 (5,000 homes). Municipal networks are being built mostly in smaller communities, many of them with a significant rural footprint, where the costs of upgrades may not be justifiable on purely private incentives alone. While there are some deployments in larger cities (Chattanooga, for example), they are relatively few and they may be explainable by special economic (or political) considerations.

---


44. Population is a relevant but relatively crude measure of the economics of deployment. 

45. See Zager, supra n. 6. The data is limited to cities that offer residential services.


Private providers offer service in many (if not nearly all) of the cities included in Figure 2, but they may not offer service ubiquitously or at quality level deemed adequate by city officials. While there are targeted federal subsidies for unprofitable areas where no service exists, federal policymakers have largely ignored these areas where private incentives may not be sufficient for network upgrades (at least on the city’s preferred schedule) where private networks already exist. There is no federal policy for these “marginal” communities that lie between the clearly unserved and the clearly served. For the most part, these cities have been left on their own, being encouraged by the federal government to take on risky and controversial investments to meet what they believe are their needs for communications infrastructure. If cities are to take on that responsibility, it is essential that we understand the nature and consequences of municipal entry. I turn to that issue later in the text.

D. Economic Development and Municipal Broadband

Perhaps the most common argument used in favor of municipal systems is economic development. A number of studies allegedly provide evidence that advanced communications networks “cause” economic growth, and these studies are often cited in support of municipal broadband.48 Case studies are also used to support the argument.

However, the economic development motivation is defective. Broadband is, no doubt, important economic infrastructure, but it is no magic pill. In the context of municipal broadband, economic development is a local, not a global, phenomenon.

Most of the gains attributed to municipal broadband systems are based on economic migration rather than economic development. Consider, for example, FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler’s description of the economic gains attributed to the municipal network in Chattanooga-Tennessee: “Smaller businesses such as Claris Networks, Co.Lab, EDOps, and Lamp Post Group relocated to the city, and Chattanooga is also emerging as an incubator for tech start-ups.” Note the operative word here is “relocated.” For the most part, the economic development from municipal broadband systems appears to be based on stealing businesses from other cities. Certainly, such “economic migration”—as opposed to economic growth—is advantageous to a city, but whatever gains the city obtains from recruiting business is a loss to the city from which that business came. Since there are costs to moving and large costs of building the network (usually prematurely from an economic viewpoint), it may be that the migration is net detrimental to society as a whole. Most troubling is that the federal subsidies used to support financially municipal networks are funded through federal taxation; therefore, the people in cities losing businesses are perversely funding the broadband networks that are destroying their economy. While it is easy to see a city’s leadership wanting to advantage its city over others, it is not clear why federal and state governments should be complicit in the act.

Also, economic migration—i.e., business stealing—is not a sustainable policy. Chattanooga and other cities were perhaps wise to get a first-mover advantage in stealing businesses from other cities, but as the deployment of fiber networks becomes more pervasive the first- or early-mover advantages of cities with municipal broadband networks is diminished. A “first mover” advantage is, by definition, not available to late comers. Newer and proposed deployments of municipal systems are perhaps already late to the party; the incentive to migrate to a particular city for high-speed broadband, and the economic gain realized from such migration, gets smaller by the day. Now, and in the future, broadband availability will focus more on saving existing rather than stealing new businesses.

---


50 While there may be some global economic gain from fiber deployment, much of the benefits used to support municipal broadband deployments are from economic migration rather than from overall economic growth. Whatever the global gains may be, they must be sufficient to offset the sizeable costs of the municipal broadband strategy.
The discussion of externality—that is, some activity that causes a difference between private and social valuations—is also relevant to the economic development issue. Cities building municipal networks justify doing so because those networks permit them to steal businesses from other cities. The cities view such economic gains as “social” in nature—and they may be social within the city limits—but in fact they are mostly private. Society includes both the city doing the stealing and its victims. Taking a city to be a collective of private (and political) interests, economic theory would suggest an inefficiency driven by the private motivations of a city’s leadership. This economic war among the cities supports a role for state and federal governance over municipal broadband, since the private and individual decisions of cities may not coincide with broader social goals.\textsuperscript{51} Unfortunately, the states and the federal government are at loggerheads over municipal broadband, but of the two, my analysis suggests the state legislatures are arguably on firmer economic footing.

**IV. Municipal Broadband, Competition and Welfare**

A professor of economics stands before her class of fifty students with $101 in her hand. She offers an even cut of that $101 to every student willing to pay $20 to enter into the sharing scheme. At first, most of the fifty raise their hands to participate for an easy profit, but since a share is worth only about $2 if split among all fifty students, hands soon begin to fall. How many hands are up in the end? If six, then each participant gets only $16.80, which is less than the $20 entry fee. So the final number must be less than six. If four, then each participant gets $25.25, earning a $5.25 profit on the $20 investment. While a good deal, the sum of these profits equals $21 (\(= 5.25 \times 4\)), so there is room for one more participant to make a profit at the $20 entry fee. In the end, there are five participants, with each student earning a return of $0.20 on their $20 investment. There is no motivation for a sixth student to enter, and no motivation for one of the five final participants to exit. Five participants is an equilibrium.\textsuperscript{52}

The simplicity of this game belies a significant economic insight. If a firm believes it can enter and serve a market profitably, then it will enter. If an existing firm is losing money and sees no way to turn that around, then it will exit. When entry and exit stop (or balance), the market is said to have reached equilibrium. Just like prices and quantities have equilibrium levels, there exist an *equilibrium number of firms* that arises naturally out of the economic conditions of the marketplace. Whether this equilibrium industry structure is satisfactory to particular parties or policymakers is beside the point; the supply-side and demand-side conditions determine the number of firms that can profitably serve the market. That number may be big or small. If market conditions only


\textsuperscript{52} For purposes of exposition, the discussion of this example is simplified somewhat. In particular, we ignore the possibility of equilibria in mixed strategies. One consequence of such solutions is that the observed number of entrants will be random, although the point being stressed in the text remains correct.
permit two firms to operate profitably, then three firms cannot do so, and no amount of wishful thinking or complaining will change that fact.

As discussed above, the case for aggressive competition policy in broadband markets is based on data showing that most households have few options (if any options at all). While two or three providers is unarguably few, this fewness is not an accident. It is driven primarily by the supply- and demand-side conditions for the services offered over wireline communications networks. As the FCC recognized in its *National Broadband Plan*:

> Building broadband networks—especially wireline—requires large fixed and sunk investments. Consequently, the industry will probably always have a relatively small number of facilities-based competitors, at least for wireline service.53

Because wireline communications networks are exceedingly expensive to build, maintain, and operate, “fewness” is to be expected. The more there are of them, the less market share is available to any single firm, making it very difficult to earn a return sufficient justify the investments. While the “relatively small number of facilities-based competitors” is often lamented by advocates and policy makers, it is, in many respects, Mother Nature that has produced that outcome. Certainly, there may be policies that make entry more difficult (e.g., local franchise laws, Net Neutrality) and there may be policies that ease entry (i.e., tax incentives, easy rights-of-way rules, and so forth). Even so, the nature of providing wireline services prohibits large numbers of firms and there’s little public policy can do to alter those underlying economic forces with the possible exception of massive and sustained subsidization (which presents its own set of issues).

As for me, an economist studying communications policy for the past twenty-five years, I think a little perspective is in order. Let’s not forget that not that long ago there was essentially no competition for communications and video services and households were faced with buying from regulated monopolists, if they were regulated at all. In the mid to late-1990s, even the thought of having two wireline providers of voice and video service was a cause for celebration. It was understood, both practically and theoretically, that even a little competition goes a long way. In fact, the U.S. Congress codified that idea. In the Cable Competition and Consumer Protection Act of 1992, for example, Congress imposed rate regulation on cable television systems. Rate controls were eliminated, however, if a cable system faced *half a competitor* (i.e., a rival that passed half the homes in a franchise area).54 Congress determined that half a competitor is better than a regulated monopolist, and the evidence has affirmed this view.55 Interestingly, the rate reductions imposed on cable systems after the 1992 Cable Act were based on a statistical study of rate reductions found in markets with *two* competitors. Rate regulation, at its best, could only mimic the duopoly outcome. Two competitors in wireline broadband was taken to be very good stuff, and two wireline providers may be the best you can do in many cities and rural areas (without a substantial subsidization of broadband services). If the

53 *National Broadband Plan, supra* n. 2 at p. 36.

54 1992 Cable Act, Section 623(l); 47 U.S.C. § 542(l).

55 T. Hazlett and M. Spitzer, *Public Policy Toward Cable Television: The Economics of Rate Controls* (1997).
full costs of the subsidies are considered in a cost-benefit analysis, then there is no guarantee such subsidies will increase consumer welfare.

Also, it is important to keep in mind that the “number of competitors” is not the equivalent of “competition.” Consider a market where there are two firms. These two firms may compete very aggressively or not at all (i.e., collusion). Either is a possibility. The number of competitors alone does not say much about the intensity of price competition.\(^56\) In fact, if firms compete intensely, only a few firms can survive, implying that few competitors in a market may be an indicator of intense price competition rather than a lack of it.\(^57\) (In the Professor’s game, imagine what would happen if for every hand raised, the prize shrunk by $5. There would fewer students—only four in fact—willing to raise their hand in the end.) A look at the financials of firms that offer wireline services and the lack of widespread competitive entry certainly does not suggest they are earning huge returns. Accounting profits for these firms are below average for firms in the S&P 500.\(^58\)

The fact is that the outcomes we observe in markets, whether we like them or not, are what the inherent supply- and demand-side conditions of the market permit. Changing such outcomes will require costly regulatory interventions, and history suggests such interventions are typically politically-motivated, ham-handed and ineffective at increasing the number of providers for wireline communications services.\(^59\) Policymakers are swimming upstream. Wireline communications is a hard business. Economic theory also indicates that if we exclude the possibility of subsidizing firms—a program which imposes the social costs of taxing some other sector of the economy—then the observed number of firms from a free entry scenario, even if that number is small, is equivalent to the number of firms chosen by a capable regulator intent on maximizing the benefits to the consumer and providing firms just enough profit to keep them in the business and in no need of subsidies. Of course, in the presence of such a benevolent, wise and all powerful social planner, perhaps there’s no need for competition in the first place since the competitive outcome could be produced by the planner’s mandate. Yet, experience suggests that the performance in even workably competitive markets dominates either regulated monopoly or industry nationalization. Almost all advanced economies have abandoned nationalized communications networks and have done so for good reason.

---


57 Id.


A. The Equilibrium Number of Firms

We can formalize the analysis with a very basic economic model to get a more precise understanding of the issue. My goal here is to keep it as simple as possible (e.g., a linear model) but rich enough that the key elements of the issue can be addressed. Numerical examples and figures are provided to illustrate the logic of the analysis, which is quite intuitive. This bit of rigor disciplines the argument, and if intellectual discipline is needed anywhere today, it is in communications policy generally and the municipal broadband issue specifically. Nevertheless, the classroom example above illustrates the prescriptions of this more technical analysis.

Consistent with the standard view that more competitors leads to lower prices and firm profits, I employ the Cournot Model of Competition, which results in a smooth movement from monopoly to perfectly competitive prices (and profits) as the number of rivals increases (see Figure 3 below). Also, in policy debates, the number of firms is often taken to measure the degree of competition, and the Cournot Model is consistent with that view. So to begin, consider a Cournot Oligopoly model with \( N \) symmetric (or identical) firms and a linear market demand curve given as:

\[
P = A - Q, \tag{1}
\]

where \( P \) is market price, \( Q \) is market quantity, and \( A \) is the intercept of the market demand curve (which is also a measure of market size). For convenience, we assume that each firm has zero marginal costs and fixed costs equal to \( f \). The firms are symmetric so they all charge the market price and sell quantities \( Q/N \), where \( N \) is the number of firms. The Nash Equilibrium is characterized by the following price \( (P_e) \):

\[
P_e = \frac{A}{N+1}; \tag{2}
\]

and total quantity \( (Q_e) \):

\[
Q_e = \frac{N \cdot A}{N+1}. \tag{3}
\]

Equation (2) reveals the familiar result that equilibrium price falls as the number of firms \( (N) \) increases. Likewise, Equation (3) shows that total quantity rises in the number of firms (in response to the price decline). Each firm has a quantity of \( q_e = Q_e/N \), so each firm’s profits are just \( P_e q_e \). Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the number of firms, \( N \), and price (Panel A) and firm profits (Panel B).

---

60 In the Cournot model, rival firms choose the quantity they wish to offer for sale. Each firm maximizes profit on the assumption that the quantity produced by its rivals is not affected by its own output decisions. See, e.g., D.W. Carlton and J.M. Perloff, Modern Industrial Organization (2000), at Ch. 6.
As shown in Panel A of Figure 3, as the number of firms (N) increases, the market price falls. Panel B shows that firm’s profits also fall as N increases. Profits fall at a faster rate than prices because not only are total industry profits falling as N rises but also because those lower profits are being split among more firms (a shrinking pie is being cut into more and more pieces). The number of firms is obviously quite important to competition policy, so what determines N? The answer is, profits do.

If a firm can enter and earn a profit large enough to pay f, then it will. At some point, however, falling prices from additional entry will lead to prices and quantities so low that f cannot be covered. When that happens, entry stops. Or, if too many firms enter, then all firms lose money, and a firm(s) must exit. When the entry and exit stop (or balance), then the equilibrium number of firms, \( N^* \), is obtained. In Panel B of Figure 3, with fixed cost f, if N were 4, all firms lose money (\( P_eq_e < f \)). If N is 2, then profits are positive (\( P_eq_e > f \)) and sufficiently so that a third firm can enter and still make a profit. Thus, the equilibrium number of firms is \( N^* = 3 \); no firm wants to exit, and no firm wants to enter.

The figure indicates that to determine the long-run equilibrium number of firms, I must first set firm profits equal to zero:

\[
P_eq_e - f = 0,
\]

and then I solve this condition for the long-run number of firms which is (the integer part of):

\[
N^* = \frac{A}{\sqrt{f}} - 1.
\]

This equation is very simple but it contains a very basic insight for competition policy.\(^{61}\) That is, the larger is market size (A) relative to the fixed cost of providing the service (f),

---

\(^{61}\) The theory of equilibrium industry structure is well developed and much research has stemmed from the pioneering work of Professor John Sutton. J. Sutton, SUNK COST AND MARKET STRUCTURE (1991). For an explanation of this work, see Ford, Koutsky and Spiwak, Competition After Unbundling, supra n. 56; see also
the larger will be the number of firms in equilibrium. Going back to the example of the
Professor’s game, if the prize was raised from $101 to $201, then 10 students would be
willing to pony up the $20 fee (recall only five did so at a prize of $101). When the prize
(that is, the market) gets bigger, the more students are willing to participate in the game.

The relationships implied by Equation (5) are illustrated in Figure 4. In Panel A, market size \(A\) is measured along the horizontal and the number of firms along the vertical axis. Two curves are shown with one reflecting high fixed costs \(f\) and the other low fixed costs. As market size gets larger, so does the number of firms. But, the number of firms grows faster as market size rises when fixed costs are relatively lower. At \(A'\), there are \(N_1\) firms when fixed costs are low and \(N_2\) firms when fixed costs are high. In Panel B, fixed costs are measured along the horizontal axis. With market size constant, as fixed costs rise, the number of firms declines (non-linearly, given Eq. 5). The number of firms will be larger for any given \(f\) when market size \(A\) is larger. At \(f'\), there are \(N_1\) firms when fixed costs are low and \(N_2\) firms when fixed costs are high.

The implications are clear. A large market with low capital costs will have many sellers
\((A \text{ is large, } f \text{ is small})\) and a small market with large fixed capital costs will have few sellers
\((A \text{ is small, } f \text{ is large})\). Even in a large market, few providers may exist if fixed costs are
also large (\(A \text{ is large, } f \text{ is large too})\). Large fixed costs create scale and density economies,
and these economies favor large firms and thereby limit their numbers. In many cities
across the U.S., and in many cities where municipal systems are being built or considered,
the markets are small (low population) and the fixed costs relatively high given the low
density of that population. Both factors work against a large number of firms (or even the
presence of one firm).

Equation (5) indicates that the number of firms in a market is finite and may be
determined by factors mostly outside the control of public policy (or exogenous), such as

\[
\text{Figure 4. Market Size, Fixed Costs and the Number of Firms}
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consumer preferences and the costs of building and maintaining a network. The theory further reveals that public policy cannot choose \( N^* \) directly.\(^{62}\) If policymakers are unhappy with the number of providers, then public policy usually must either increase the size of the market or reduce the fixed costs of providing the service. Equation (5) also provides a detailed explanation for the National Broadband Plan’s statement that “[b]uilding broadband networks—especially wireline—requires large fixed and sunk investments. Consequently, the industry will probably always have a relatively small number of facilities-based competitors, at least for wireline service.” In effect, the Plan’s statement says that if \( f \) is large, \( N \) is likely to be small.

There is great practical significance to this theory as well. When someone says “we need to promote competition,” the retort is to ask “what are you doing to increase market size or reduce entry costs?” If competition is taken to be the number of firms as it often is, then economics tells us that changing market size or entry costs (or both) is the only real mechanism by which to increase the number of competitors. Municipal broadband does neither but merely ignores the underlying economic factors. It is, consequently, no surprise that many of the municipal systems have experienced profound financial difficulties. While it’s possible to construct more sophisticated models that introduce more factors, it’s also true in these models that market size and fixed costs are the key determinants to the number of firms. In fact, these additional factors often appear as mere scales of market size or costs. Most policy actions can be collapsed into either market size or fixed costs, and therefore the influence of policy on the number of firms can be readily assessed.\(^{63}\) More intense price competition and taxes, for example, shrink market size and thus produce equilibriums with fewer firms. Subsidies may reduce fixed cost (or increase market size), thereby increasing the number of competitors in equilibrium, but subsidies are not free and threaten the profitability of firms not receiving them, perhaps causing exist and no change in \( N \).

B. Welfare and the Number of Competitors

Much of the conversation regarding communications policy generally, and municipal broadband policy specifically, is about promoting competition. Yet, competition is a

\(^{62}\) It is perhaps more accurate to say that policymakers cannot make \( N \) exceed \( N^* \). Regulations can always be used to reduce \( N \) below \( N^* \) (i.e., a franchised monopoly), though there will be pressures to eliminate such restrictions if more competition is possible. In the early days of the mobile wireless industry, the FCC allocated licenses in order to maintain a large number of firms. Competition was excessive, and eventually mergers and acquisitions reduced the number of rivals. See, e.g., T.R. Beard, G.S. Ford, L.J. Spiwak and M. Stern, Wireless Competition Under Spectrum Exhaust, 65 FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS LAW JOURNAL 79 (2012) (available at: http://www.phoenix-center.org/FCLJSpectrumExhaust.pdf). In the radio industry, the FCC also limited the number of stations a single owner could own, but inefficiencies eventually led to the relaxation of those ownership rules. See, e.g., R.B. Ekelund Jr., G.S. Ford, and T. Koutsky, Market Power in Radio Markets: An Empirical Analysis of Local and National Concentration, 43 JOURNAL OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 157-184 (2000).

means, not an end. Competition isn’t valued because it lowers prices. In fact, prices can be too low. Competition is valued because it increases consumer welfare by bringing prices in line with costs and ensuring that what consumers really want and are willing to pay for gets produced.\textsuperscript{64} What’s advantageous about competition is that it forces firms to weigh both consumer interests as well as the costs of production, thereby increasing consumer welfare by an invisible hand.

If competition works via an invisible hand, we must at least question the wisdom of introducing the visible hand of policy. Should policymakers promote competition in wireline markets at any costs? Of course not. To see why, let’s analyze the effect of the number of firms on consumer welfare (labeled $W$), where consumer welfare is the sum of benefits to consumers and firms less the cost of producing those benefits. Consumer welfare is the standard by which policy is typically judged, at least by economists.\textsuperscript{65}

Let’s look at consumer welfare more formally to see the point. As a function of the number of firms, the welfare function is:

$$W(N) = \frac{1}{2}(A^2 - P_e^2) - Nf.$$  \hfil (6)

The first term of Equation (6) is the benefits to consumers and producers. The second term is the costs of making the good or service available, which is just the number of firms in the market multiplied by their fixed costs (recall, marginal costs are assumed to be zero for convenience).

What happens to welfare if we increase the number of firms? We can figure that out by taking the derivative of the consumer welfare function with respect to the number of firms ($N$), rendering:

$$W'(N) = \frac{P_e^2}{N + 1} - f.$$  \hfil (7)

From Equation (7), we can clearly see the two contrary effects of additional entry. The first term of Equation (7) shows that adding an additional firm to the market adds to consumer welfare by reducing the equilibrium price. Consumers favor more firms, since they benefit privately from lower prices. Note that this positive effect will be smaller the larger is the number of firms (see Figure 3), since adding a third firm has a much larger effect than, say, adding a tenth. The second term of Equation (7) implies that adding another firm reduces consumer welfare by replicating fixed cost $f$, which is a constant. Equation (7) reveals the tradeoff from additional entry—lower prices versus higher fixed costs. In effect, a price reduction from an increase in the number of firms must be

\textsuperscript{64} In this paper, consumer welfare is defined to be the sum of all the benefits provided society (both consumers and producers) by the consumption of a good less the cost of producing that good. In some instances, consumer welfare is narrowly associated with consumer surplus, but here a more inclusive definition is used that encompasses producer surplus as well. See, e.g., G.J. Werden, Essays on Consumer Welfare and Competition Policy, Working Paper (March 2, 2009) (available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1352032 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1352032).

\textsuperscript{65} By “economists” I mean those practicing Neoclassical Economics.
purchased and the price paid for the lower price is the fixed cost \( f \). For welfare to rise, the benefits of the price cut must exceed the additional fixed cost. This point is important—price cuts from additional competitors must be purchased, and in broadband markets, they are purchased at the very high cost of building an additional network. Society desires (from a welfare perspective) not to pay too dearly for a price cut, so looking to competition to drive price reductions may not be the wisest policy.

Consider a hypothetical where 80 million broadband consumers could organize costlessly to build their own fiber network to serve every customer. This company must be financially sustainable without subsidies, which is, of course, a stretch since if it was possible to enter profitably, a private firm already would have done so. For argument’s sake, let’s set aside this logical nuisance for the moment. Suppose the business model suggests that this new firm would, through competition, reduce the price by 10%. Even so, the network is calculated to remain financially viable. The average price before entry is $80 so the discount is $8 per month, reducing the price to $72 per month, and producing an annual savings of $96 per subscriber. Total payoffs from the discount are measured as the net present value of the savings over 15 years discounted at a rate of 5%, which is approximately equal to ten-times the annual effect of the discount. So, the payoff per customer of the network is $960, with total network benefits of about $77 billion across the 80 million subscribers. These benefits must be compared to the cost of producing them. Very conservative estimates of the cost of a nationwide Google-style fiber network are $140 billion (closer to $300 billion over the fifteen-year window if you assume a 10% maintenance and upgrade factor), but the benefits to consumers are only $77 billion. Consumers, at least rational ones, would not wish to construct such a network (the costs exceed the benefits by a long shot).

Alternately, assume that a social planner is considering building such a network. Unlike the consumers, the social planner also considers the effect of the price discount on sellers; after all, sellers are just consumers engaged in a supply-side role. Thus, the $77 billion of benefits from the discount calculated above are merely a transfer from sellers to consumers, which to the social planner are a wash. Only the gains to new consumers are of any value to the social planner. Assuming that a 10% discount would lead to a 10% increase in adoption, the total welfare effects of the new network are only $3.8 million. At a cost of no less than $140 billion, it’s clear that the social planner would not construct the network, absent an unreasonable assumption about the size of the externality.

---


67 By “social planner”, I mean an entity that maximizes social welfare, which is equal to the benefits to both buyers and sellers.

68 It is assumed the new customers are responding only to the price cut and not availability.
C. Adding Competitors to a Market Already in Equilibrium

In many policy-relevant contexts, there is frustration with the number of competitors that Mother Nature has produced in broadband markets (that is, \( N^* \)). In those cases, it’s not the general welfare tradeoffs that are of interest, but rather the welfare consequences arising from the addition of a competitor to a market already in a private-entry equilibrium (see Eq. 5). Thus, we need to evaluate the welfare function at the equilibrium levels of \( N^* \) and \( P_e^* \). By substitution, this yields the long-run market price:

\[
P_e^* = \sqrt{f}.
\] (8)

Evaluating the derivative of the welfare function of Equation (6) at the long-run number of firms (and price), we have:

\[
W'(N^*) = -\frac{fN^*}{N^* + 1} < 0.
\] (9)

Equation (9) indicates that the derivative of the welfare function with respect to the number of firms is negative at the long-run equilibrium level of private sector firms. That is, the entry of an equally efficient firm to a market in equilibrium would cause a decrease in consumer welfare. Promoting “more firms” for the sake of competition is not in all circumstances a good thing. Certainly, policies that remove government activities that shrink market size or raise fixed costs are valid targets for reform, but forcing \( N \) to be larger for the sake of a larger \( N \), even accounting for any associated price reduction, may be bad policy.

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between consumer welfare and the number of firms under three scenarios—near zero fixed costs (\( W_0 \)), low fixed costs (\( W_L \)) and high fixed costs (\( W_H \)). To generate the curves in the figure, I assume \( A \) is 36 and \( f \) is 0.1 (essentially zero fixed cost), 50 (low fixed cost) or 144 (high fixed cost) and then compute Equation (6) accordingly.\(^69\) With essentially no fixed costs, \( N \) is just over 100 firms, so that welfare rises as the number of firms increases across the range shown in Figure 5.\(^70\) In the low fixed cost case, \( N^* \) is 4 by Equation (5); in the high fixed cost case, \( N^* \) is 2. With fixed costs, however, the addition of firms to the market does not always increase welfare. In both cases where fixed costs are larger, the figure reveals that consumer welfare is declining at the equilibrium number of firms and continues to decline for even larger \( N \); more entry is not always better; entry is costly. In fact, with free entry and fixed costs, most models of competition indicate that entry is excessive on welfare grounds.\(^71\) Certainly, entry in excess of the private-entry equilibrium seems likely to reduce consumer

---

\(69\) The term \( N^* \) is undefined at \( f = 0 \), so I have selected an arbitrarily small value for \( f \).

\(70\) The change in welfare from additional will be negative at the equilibrium number of firms (about 112).

welfare. Communications policy is more nuanced than a simple “promote competition” agenda suggests.

More sophisticated models of competition may render different relationships between consumer welfare and the number of providers, but even so it is typical for economic models to show that free entry results in too many firms in equilibrium. The reason is that a firm only considers its own profits when it contemplates entry, and when it does enter it steals business from existing firms. The movement of profits between firms does not increase welfare, but does increase profits to the entrant; it is only the increase in welfare that counts against the fixed cost of entry. From a welfare perspective, the incentive to enter is too strong.

This analysis might lead one to conclude that governments should limit entry, but that is not the case. In practice, free entry should be encouraged for many reasons, including primarily that there is no reason to suspect that policymakers have the capacity to produce a better outcome.\textsuperscript{72} Also, the free entry number of firms is equal to the number of firms chosen by a social planner that maximizes consumer surplus (by choosing $N$ rather than $P$) subject to a zero-profit constraint (i.e., no subsidies).\textsuperscript{73} Also, in most cases, firms offer differentiated products and services, and differentiation adds value for consumers that will at least partially the fixed cost of entry. (Though entry is often excessive even in models with product differentiation.)\textsuperscript{74}

Rather than an indictment against free entry, the welfare result encourages caution in implementing policies designed to force entry into markets already in equilibrium. As
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\textsuperscript{72} Prior to the \textit{Telecommunications Act of 1996}, regulations prohibited entry in many telecommunications markets based on the belief that such markets were natural monopolies. The U.S. abandoned that approach, though the rules of the FCC’s new CAF only subsidized one firm, which is a policy based (rightfully) on the natural monopoly logic.

\textsuperscript{73} Dixit and Stiglitz, \textit{supra} n. 71 at p. 301 (“… we have a rather surprising case where the monopolistic competition equilibrium is identical with the optimum constrained by the lack of lump sum subsidies.”)

\textsuperscript{74} There exists a substantial literature on this topic, much of it pointing back to the seminal paper: S.C. Salop, \textit{Monopolistic Competition with Outside Goods}, \textit{10 Bell Journal of Economics} 141-156 (1979).
shown in Figure 5, caution is particularly warranted in markets where $N^*$ is small, as in wireline broadband service, since the reductions in welfare from excessive entry are relatively large (because fixed costs are large). If public policy is to encourage entry, then it should focus on growing market size and reducing entry costs, looking first at government policies that impede or retard competitive entry. Making markets more suitable for competition is a sensible goal, but forcing competition beyond what markets produce is not likely to be welfare improving. As I will discuss later, the presence of an externality alters the welfare calculations, but not by much with respect to $N$.

D. The Value of the First Firm

Figure 5 also shows the importance of the first entrant. In almost all cases, adding the first firm to the market produces much of the welfare available from the product. The first firm is very, very important. In communities without broadband service, getting that first provider into the market is exceedingly crucial, especially in light of the view that broadband is privately and socially valuable. Enticing the first firm in the market is valuable, but it should still be subject to a cost-benefit analysis. The National Broadband Plan, for example, estimated that for the six million most costly homes to provide service (and even then the most efficient technology), the average cost to provider service was in excess of $50,000 per home passed. There is no business case, whether private or social, for such expenditures. The returns to broadband, whether private or social, are not infinitely large.

In contrast, additional firms, while perhaps transferring some welfare from producers to consumers, is not all that helpful in increasing consumer welfare when fixed costs are large. I do not wish to belittle the value of competition, as it often brings with it benefits that are not easily incorporated into economic models. Economic theory, for example, is ambiguous about the effects of competition on quality and costs. Yet, experience suggests that in many cases quality is higher with competition (but not always). While monopoly takes a lot of criticism, the fact is that in markets with high fixed costs, a monopoly may deliver the bulk of the available benefits of the service, even if it behaves like a monopolist (see Figure 5).

E. Externalities and the Equilibrium Number of Competitors

Broadband Internet service is not an unqualified good, but its benefits are alleged to be many, like enabling health care, improving education, facilitating job search, reducing


depression, and creating “today’s high-performance America.”

Given the large benefits of both a private and (alleged) social nature, attention is focused on expanding the adoption of broadband service. Adoption isn’t possible without availability, so expanding availability is one goal of public policy. But as the National Broadband Plan makes clear, availability is a means to an end, and that end is adoption and use. Using the Internet is what’s important; without use the benefits aren’t obtained.

Later in the paper, I’ll analyze the relevance of the positive externalities in more detail, with particular attention on municipal broadband. For now, let’s just see how we can incorporate a positive externality into the model presented above. The easiest way to think about positive externalities is as an additional payoff to consumption. Let z be the value of the positive externalities (z > 0) per unit consumed (Qe). The total value of the positive externalities is, then, just zQe. More formally, I can incorporate broadband’s externality into the analysis by adding a term to the consumer welfare function of Equation (6):

\[ W(N) = \frac{1}{2} (A^2 - P_e^2) - Nf + zQ_e, \] (10)

Equation (10) says that the more people that use broadband, the greater is the payoff to society from the positive externalities. With the externality, society is better off with more Q than the private equilibrium would produce.

In Figure 6, the relationship between consumer welfare and the number of firms is illustrated for the purposes of seeing the value of the externality. The curve labeled W is based on Equation (6) where A is 36 and f is 144 (the high-fixed cost case from Figure 3). The curve labeled W is the welfare function from Equation (10) that adds in the value of the externality, where z is assumed to be 2 (about 10% of the welfare-maximizing price from Eq. 6). As shown in the figure, welfare is much higher when adding in the externality, but the welfare consequences of additional entry at the equilibrium (N* = 2 is the standard case) are unchanged (welfare is declining at N*).

---


78 National Broadband Plan, supra n. 2 at p. 3 (“ubiquitous connections are means, not ends. It is what those connections enable that matters”).
In the presence of a positive externality, there’s a strong case for increasing adoption, but no apparent case for expanding \( N \) above the \( N^* \) determined absent the externality. The question then is how to get more people to adopt broadband? There are numerous approaches to increase adoption, including increasing availability, education programs, subsidy programs, and competition. Municipal broadband is often claimed to be a source of competition that drives up \( Q \) and thus increases the benefits from the positive externalities, but increasing competition comes at the high of network construction. I’ll turn to the efficacy of municipal broadband and competition as a means by which to obtain the externalities of broadband next.

V. Subsidies, Predation and Private Investment

It is now time to turn more directly to the issue of municipal broadband. My analysis focuses mainly on using municipal broadband to increase competition and, in turn, realize more positive externalities. Where there is no service, municipal broadband is less controversial, so there is less reason to study it in those cases. The analysis above is capable of evaluating municipal broadband in unserved markets, but my discussion will focus mainly on the competitive aspects of the policy.

Whether one is for or against municipal broadband, at first glance one must admit that it is a somewhat radical, or at least unconventional, way to promote competition. In fact, I suspect most city officials see it that way.\(^79\) I doubt there are many city officials wanting to add to their responsibilities the enormous business risk of building a broadband network to compete in the wireline market with well-established professionals like AT&T, Verizon, and Comcast. Municipal broadband appears to be mostly born out of desperation.

To begin, I’ll ask whether or not municipal broadband can increase competition. It is fairly easy to demonstrate that it cannot. In fact, if you take the advocates at their word,


Then, by implication, I will show that municipal broadband is prone to be predatory in nature. In fact, I will show that even the threat of municipal entry may discourage private sector investment, a theoretical argument that supports the National Broadband Plan’s warning about municipal entry.

A. Municipal Broadband and the Number of Firms

Recall the key question asked above: \textit{why is the municipality the only one willing to build the network?} And, recall the frequently provided answer: “because no one else will.” If no one else will, then it must be the case that the equilibrium number of firms has been obtained (see discussion around Eq. 5), even if that number is zero. There is no incentive for any other private firm to enter (or upgrade). Since no private firm will enter because expected profits are negative, the municipality itself becomes the entrant (ignoring, as is frequently claimed, profits). As such, municipal broadband is, quite explicitly, an attempt to increase $N$ by increasing $N$ directly (at nearly any cost) rather than expand market size or reduce costs. Whether or not the additional entrant is a government-owned firm or not, after entry the market now has $N^* + 1$ firms in it. This situation is financially unsustainable and, when the dust settles, a firm must exit in order for the market to return to the equilibrium. As noted in the National Broadband Plan, “[m]unicipal broadband has risks. Municipally financed service may discourage investment by private companies.”\footnote{National Broadband Plan, supra n. 2 at p. 153.}

How exactly the market will adjust to municipal entry will vary. The economic model presented here is an abstraction pointing to a long-run phenomenon—an underlying current, so to speak, pushing the market participants in a particular direction. Changes will likely come slowly. Broadband networks involve sunk costs in long-term assets and often somewhat stable customer relationships, so we should not expect private firms to abandon their assets soon after municipal entry. Rather, the effects of municipal entry on private investment will manifest over time, and will most acutely impact the decisions to invest in upgrades. “Decay” may be a more practical description of the response than is...
“exit.” There have, however, been a few cases where the private sector abandoned a market after municipal entry.

Also, given the observed failures of many municipal systems, incumbents may, in the short term, choose to weather the storm and wait for the municipal entrant to fail, for the political winds to change, or for the taxpayers to tire of subsidizing a communications network (a common occurrence). It is also a competition; incumbents may invest in upgrades in hopes of being a survivor or to establish a strategic posture.\(^82\) We may very well see prices fall in the short run to protect market share, but this is less a legitimate competitive response than it is the same response we would see to predation by a private firm (and we do not view predation as a good thing). Only time will tell how the market gropes to equilibrium, but economic theory (if not common sense) tells us that the addition of another entrant to a market already in equilibrium puts stress on the finances of the providers, reducing the returns on investments and, in turn, reducing the incentive to continue making investments. Quite simply, if there is only room for two, then three is a crowd.

While I normally expect the full equilibrium effect of municipal entry to take time, there are cases where exit by the private sector has occurred in a more dramatic fashion. The municipal broadband system in Glasgow–Kentucky (Glasgow Electric Power Board) acquired Comcast’s cable system in 2001.\(^83\) Paragould Light Water & Cable (in Paragould–Arkansas) acquired its rival Cablevision in 1998.\(^84\) Private incumbents were also acquired in other cities including, but not limited to, Muscatine-Iowa and Poplar Bluff-Missouri.\(^85\) I do not disparage the purchase of the incumbents by the municipality; it’s a far more reasonable strategy than to force their exit through predatory actions (as discussed later). In fact, there is a sound legal and economic basis for requiring municipalities to purchase incumbent systems as a condition for municipal entry, though that analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.\(^86\)

The risk to private sector firms is increased if, as advocates and municipal providers often claim, the municipal system is unconcerned about profits and is mostly interested in obtaining the positive externalities of broadband service. As observed by one system’s management (and echoed by many others), “[w]e price our services aggressively because


\(^86\) Some municipalities have acquired investor-owned electric utilities rather than overbuild them.
we have a lot of flexibility as a municipal broadband provider. We are here to take care of
our citizens."\(^{87}\) If a municipal broadband system prices aggressively, which the advocacy
suggests is the case, then the effect of municipal entry will be to reduce \(N^*\) by more than
the entry of just another profit-maximizing private firm.\(^{88}\) Broadband networks are
characterized by both scale and density economies, so a large market share confers
advantages. If a municipal entrant gains significant market share and prices at its
(perceived) average cost, which is actually below true economic costs due to the often
sizable and asymmetric subsidies, then no unsubsidized private firm can match that price
and survive in the long run. Since municipal entry often occurs where there are few
wireline broadband providers (and thus large density economies), an aggressive municipal
entrant could displace all private provision of broadband service.\(^{89}\) Doing so would lead
to a government-owned monopoly (or a private one, if the municipal system fails). In light
of the advocacy for municipal broadband networks, which frequently asserts that
municipal systems are unconcerned with profit and act more aggressively on pricing than
do private firms, monopolization is a serious concern. In fact, some advocates of
municipal broadband suggest monopolization is the goal.\(^{90}\) If there are to be few
providers, the argument is that the market might as well be served by a benevolent,
government monopolist.

History is not kind to the benevolent monopolist idea, but there is evidence that
municipal broadband systems do behave differently than do private providers. In 2007,
for example, I published a paper that showed that Competitive Local Exchange Carriers
(“CLECs”) were more likely to say they had operations in cities (in Florida) where an
municipal electric utility had deployed some communications facilities.\(^{91}\) These CLECs


\(^{88}\) As shown in *Competition After Unbundling*, supra n. 56, the number of firms in equilibrium is smaller when price competition is more intense.

\(^{89}\) With fixed entry costs, if the incumbent firm prices such as to earn a zero profit, then there is no incentive for another firm to enter. *See National Broadband Plan, supra* n. 2 at p. 136 (When “service providers in these areas cannot earn enough revenue to cover the costs of deploying and operating broadband networks, including expected returns on capital, there is no business case to offer broadband services…”; see also *The Broadband Availability Gap*, FCC OMNIBUS BROADBAND INITIATIVE (OBI) TECHNICAL PAPER NO. 1 (2010) at p. 1 (“[p]rivate capital will only be available to fund investments in broadband networks where it is possible to earn returns in excess of the cost of capital. In short, only profitable networks will attract the investment required.”) (available at http://download.broadband.gov/plan/the-broadband-availability-gap-obi-technical-paper-no-1.pdf).


\(^{91}\) Ford (2007), supra n. 23. The conclusions of this paper have been frequently exaggerated to claim that municipal broadband increases all forms of entry even though the empirical analysis does not support such a claim. *See, e.g.*, H. Feld, G. Rose, M. Cooper, and B. Scott, *Connecting the Public: The Truth About Municipal Broadband*, Consumer Federal of America, Consumers Union, Media Access Project, and Free Press (April 2005) (available at: http://www.freepress.net/sites/default/files/legacy/mb_white_paper.pdf). Conflicting evidence is presented in J.A. Hauge, M.A. Jamison, and R. Gentry,
did not build local networks, but acquired portions of the local phone networks in a regulatory scheme called “unbundling,” sometimes mingling these local network elements with their own facilities. My experience suggests that this increase in CLEC activity likely had to do with the more cordial relationships between CLECs and municipalities than with private providers regarding the locating of interconnection equipment. At the time, the private phone companies were forced to deal with CLECs on regulated terms, poisoning the relationships.\textsuperscript{92} Subsequent to unfavorable court rulings and FCC decisions, as well as technological advances, very few CLECs exist today and those that do are mostly slaves to the regulations that protect them.\textsuperscript{93}

Nevertheless, it is possible that the different (non-profit) objectives of municipal networks may stimulate some new types of retail competition not often seen with private networks. In fact, some municipal networks are “open networks” that permit retailers to offer services over the underlying network.\textsuperscript{94} These types of investments do not, however, increase the number of providers of wireline service, which for some is the primary goal of modern policy. Also, the retail overlay on municipal systems has not proven to be a solid business plan, but that may change over time as the video distribution and voice services continue their dynamic transformation.

If we embrace the idea of a benevolent fiber-to-the-home monopolist, then we may very well ask what’s the point of competition among private firms? This question, I believe, is at the hidden core of the municipal broadband debate, though it rarely surfaces in the advocacy. Broadband may be privately provided or publicly provided, but likely not both in the same market. A hybrid approach—a public-private partnership—may be the most sensible approach for economically-marginal communities (as detailed later). Evidence suggests that municipal involvement in broadband is moving in the direction of such partnerships.


\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Lessons Learned from the U.S. Unbundling Experience}, id.

B. Municipal Broadband is Subsidized Entry

Evidence shows that municipal broadband systems are always, and sometimes heavily, subsidized by various levels of government including the municipality. In fact, the “no one else will” argument for municipal broadband networks implies the need for subsidies. It also indicates that the subsidies are asymmetric, since if the funds were generally available we would likely see more private entry using those subsidies. While hardly disputable, I will nevertheless provide a simple economic analysis to illustrate the need for subsidies. This analysis syncs up well with the preceding discussion, but the discussion now changes a bit by looking at a simple incumbents-entrants game.

Say there is a market served by two identical firms (a symmetric duopoly). The incumbents each earn a stream of profit equal to $D$. Another firm is deciding whether or not to enter the market in competition with the duopoly knowing that, upon entry, it must spend an amount $F$ to enter. If the firm chooses to enter the market as the third provider, then the three firms split the market evenly and each earns a gross profit of $T$. The potential entrant enters only if it can do so profitably, so it enters if $T > F$; that is, the expected gross profit from selling the good in competition with the incumbents ($T$) exceeds the entry fee ($F$). If $T < F$, then the potential entrant stays out and the market remains served by a duopoly. If we observe the persistence of duopoly, then entry as the third competitor is not profitable ($T < F$). Note that $T$ is determined by the intensity of competition. If competition is intense, then $T$ will be small and entry less likely. If competition is weak, then $T$ will be larger and entry more likely. Paradoxically, the presence of few providers may be evidence of intense competition rather than a lack of it.

A numerical example may be helpful. Say that each duopolist earns a profit of $50 (for a total industry profit of $100). If a third firm enters, then each firm earns a profit of $25 (for a total industry profit of $75). If entry costs are less than $25, then the potential entrant can profitably enter. If entry costs exceed $25, then it will not enter and the duopoly persists. What we observe about a market tells us a great deal about the economics of that market.

On average, U.S. households may obtain wireline broadband service from two providers, so this “no entry” by the third firm scenario is a reasonably approximation of the existing situation. There is some activity by the private sector to increase that number.

---

95 Some cities have apparently tried to minimize the subsidization of the networks and have claimed to not use taxpayer funds. See, e.g., J. Brodkin, Where Broadband is a Utility, 100Mbps Costs Just $40 a Month, arstechnica.com (August 4, 2015) (available at: http://arstechnica.com/business/2015/08/how-a-small-city-offers-60-gigabit-fiber-with-no-taxpayer-subsidies), where the author and city manager indicated the system did not require subsidy dollars. However, the Sandynet network received a federal grant, so it is a subsidized system. See FEDERAL BROADBAND DEPLOYMENT PROGRAMS AND SMALL BUSINESS, Government Accountability Office, GAO-14-203 (February 2014) (available at: http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/660734.pdf). It could be argued that these subsidy funds were generally available. It is also often hard to detect the extent of subsidization, especially when resources are shared between the city and broadband system. I cannot exclude the possibility that some of the networks are not subsidized in any way, but I would be very surprised to see it. Many municipal systems readily admit to subsidization.

96 The additional competition is expected to reduce prices and industry profits.
to three providers, but it is not yet widespread. Yet, municipal systems, particularly in cities with their own municipal electric utility, are popping up across the country.

Why are the municipalities doing something the private sector is not? To explain this, consider a case where one firm has an advantage over other potential entrants. Say, for instance, that one firm is offered a subsidy of some sort (labeled $S$). This subsidy may improve revenues, lower expenses, or reduce entry costs, but in all cases it alters the entry condition for this potential entrant. The third firm will enter if $T + S > F$. The larger the subsidy, of course, the more likely this condition is satisfied and the firm can profitably enter. Going back to the numerical example, say entry costs are $30 so that being the third competitor is not profitable (i.e., $25 < 30$). One potential entrant, however, qualifies for a $10 subsidy if it enters. Now, the benefits of entry include the post-entry profit and the subsidy ($25 + 10 = 35$), which is above the entry cost of $30$ (giving a net payoff from entry of $5$). In this scenario, in the absence of a subsidy the duopoly persists, but with the subsidy a firm enters and we have three firms offering services. The incumbent firms do not get the subsidy, so their ability to remain in business at below-cost rates is up for question.

The logic of this entry game is straightforward and useful. In most areas of the U.S., additional private entry is not profitable (or, from the model above, $T < F$) as is demonstrated by the lack of it. Even if a municipal entrant is as efficient as private sector firms, it is unprofitable for the municipality to enter as the third seller. The argument that the municipality’s decision to enter because “no one else will” requires that the municipality has an advantage that private firms do not. That is, the municipal entrant receives a subsidy ($S$) of some sort sufficiently large to make entry profitable. If “no one else will,” then this subsidy (or advantage) must be unique to the municipal entrant; the

---

97 Google has announced plans to build fiber networks in parts of Kansas City, Austin, Atlanta, Charlotte, Nashville, and a few other cities. See J. Brodkin, Google Fiber Confirmed for Four New Metro Areas, 18 Cities, ARSTECHNICA.COM (January 27, 2015) (available at: http://arstechnica.com/business/2015/01/google-fiber-confirmed-for-four-new-metro-areas-18-cities);  M. Reardon, Google Exec Sees Google Fiber as a “Moneymaker”, CNET.COM (May 30, 2013); S. Fiegerman, The Future of Google Fiber: Why the Search Giant Is Betting on Broadband, MASHABLE (February 19, 2014) (available at: http://mashable.com/2014/02/19/google-fiber-expansion/#1hZHFlay7Sk). It’s hard to generalize from this experience since their motivations for entry are unclear. Also, the pursuit of Google by some cities stands in stark contrast to the less favorable treatment of incumbent cable and telephone companies. Smaller providers like WOW! are also entering select markets (www.wowway.com).

98 Municipal electric systems operate as monopolies for electric services and thus do not require much if any subsidization. Economic studies suggest that municipal electric systems operate as efficiently as investor-owned utilities, at least if the municipal system is small or moderately sized. See, e.g., D. Koh, S.V. Berg, and L.W. Kenny, A Comparison of Costs in Privately Owned and Publicly Owned Electric Utilities: The Role of Scale, 72 LAND ECONOMICS 56-65 (1996).


100 Municipalities can’t point to the social benefits because they are not monetized.
government is subsidizing the government entity through asymmetric policies that grant subsidies only to the municipality’s system.

What do I mean by a subsidy? There is no standard definition of “subsidy.” Rather, what is and isn’t a subsidy depends on the circumstances. Subsidies do take familiar forms. Most obviously, a subsidy may involve a direct cash transfer from the government to an entity, which is common for municipal networks. Subsidization can take many other and less direct forms. Loan guarantees or preferential interest rates on debt are types of subsidies also commonly seen for municipal networks. Another type of subsidy is when a government provides goods or services at no cost or below market prices to an entity. The use of a city’s resources by its own municipal network is almost certain to occur, whether explicit or implicit. Such sharing may very well constitute a subsidy.

Also, municipal networks today are very common in cities that provide their own electricity through a municipally-owned utility. In fact, most municipal networks are now attached to a municipal electric utility. The sharing of a municipal electric utility’s resources with its broadband network and the shifting of broadband costs to electric customers are other potential sources of subsidy. Normally, policymakers, regulators, and even political interest groups frown upon cross-subsidization by a monopoly utility into a competitive market, yet municipal broadband systems are routinely recipients of such subsidies.\(^\text{101}\) Differential regulation can also result in a subsidy to firms that have a more favored status. Are municipal systems forced to engage in the same type of franchising procedures as are private firms? Does the municipality charge the sometimes exorbitant pole attachments rates (paid to it by private providers) to its own broadband division?\(^\text{102}\) If not, then the regulatory system is providing a subsidy to the municipal system.

In contemplating the costs of subsidized municipal entry, it is important to recognize that subsidies dollars are costly. Monies used to support the losses incurred by government-run networks are obtained through various forms of taxation, whether national, state, or local. Taxes introduce distortions and create welfare losses. Economists

\(^{101}\) The cross-subsidy issue was litigated for the Bristol-Virginia municipal system. Virginia law prohibits such cross subsidies. Virginia’s State Corporation Commission found the evidence did not support a cross subsidy from the electric to the broadband network. P. Miller, Bristol’s Broadband Push, VIRGINIABUSINESS.COM (November 2006) (available at: http://www.baller.com/wp-content/uploads/Bristol_VBM_Nov06.pdf). In other cities, however, transfers from the electricity utility and broadband system are not so limited. See, e.g., S. Titch, Spinning its Wheels: An Analysis of Lessons Learned from iProvo’s First 18 Months of Municipal Broadband, REASON FOUNDATION (Dec. 2006)(available at: http://reason.org/files/33224c0b0182f3b066f4257037c057e.pdf)(“request $1 million in additional funds from the Provo’s electric utility to meet its costs”).

refer to such costs as the marginal cost of public funds, and economic research indicates that subsidy dollars can be quite expensive. Say, for example, that a dollar raised through taxation costs society in $1.25 in resources, which is at the lower end of the estimates of the marginal cost of public funds. If the dollar of spending doesn’t produce at least a return of $0.25, then the whole tax-subsidy scheme is socially wasteful. The higher the marginal cost of public funds, the harder it is to justify a subsidy.

When the finances of a municipal system are evaluated (usually for the policy debate), not only are the sometimes enormous subsidies ignored, but the cost of producing the subsidy dollars is overlooked. Just because the federal government pays huge portions of the network costs of a municipal system does not mean those costs are not real. Ignoring subsidies is especially problematic when municipal systems compete with unsubsidized private firms, as the municipal system is making decisions based on a cost level that is not equal to the true cost of providing service; the private firm must do so. The municipal system’s managers may very well believe that they are pricing in a manner to cover costs, but if many of the costs are ignored, the pricing policies are anticompetitive in nature. Later in the text, I will discuss in more detail this “predatory” nature of municipal broadband.

C. Direct Subsidies

As the theory suggests would be the case, the evidence shows that subsidies to municipal broadband systems are commonplace. In fact, it is difficult to find an example where a direct subsidy was not provided, though I cannot exclude the possibility that it has happened. Many municipal systems received grants and favorable loans from federal programs including those made available from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (for which funding has now ended) and programs offered by the Rural Utilities Service.

Take, for example, Chattanooga’s broadband system. It received a $111 million grant from the U.S. Department of Energy—funds made available by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. This grant (not loan) covered about one-third of the total construction costs. There are a number of interesting facts about this grant worth noting. First, this grant represents a gift from all Americans, not just Chattanoogans, of about

---


104 See, e.g., fn. 6 and citations therein.


$2,000 per subscriber. The municipal broadband system in Bristol-Virginia has received $90 million in grants, which equals about $7,200 per-customer for its 12,500 customers. Verizon, alternately, spent about $750 per home passed and $600 (without subsidies) to connect a customer to its fiber-optic system (located in more urban markets). In this light, the magnitude of the subsidy received by some municipal systems is, quite bluntly, scandalous and should force some skepticism about the wisdom of municipal broadband.

Second, such government subsidies stand in stark contrast to the government’s treatment of the private sector, as the nation’s major broadband service providers do not receive such generous financial help from the federal government. Indeed, the FCC’s subsidization rules for private carriers targets only unserved areas, excluding areas already served by an unsubsidized carrier. Plainly, subsidizing municipal systems in markets already serviced by the private sector is asymmetric subsidization by the government to a government entity. Even in areas where subsidization of the private providers does occur, the average subsidy available is much lower than seen for many municipal systems even though the private carriers would receive no subsidy to serve many cities where municipal systems have been deployed.

Another interesting statistic is to compute the subsidy size for a private carrier if it was equivalent to the subsidy given to some municipal projects. For example, a federal grant of $111 million to Chattanooga’s system is the unit-passed equivalent ($650 per home) of a $35 billion grant to Comcast Corporation, which is about 11-times the annual investment of Comcast in its broadband infrastructure. At the subsidy rate of the Bristol-Virginia

---


110 In the Matter of Connect America Fund ETC Annual Reports and Certifications Petition of USTelecom for Forbearance Pursuant to 47 U.S.C. § 160(c) from Obsolete ILEC Regulatory Obligations that Inhibit Deployment of Next-Generation Networks, FCC 14-190, REPORT AND ORDER, 29 FCC Rcd 15644 (rel. December 18, 2014) at ¶73 (“to ensure support is targeted to areas lacking 4/1 Mbps, we will exclude from the offer of Phase II model-based support to price cap carriers any census block served by a subsidized facilities-based terrestrial competitor that offers fixed residential voice and broadband services meeting or exceeding 3 Mbps/768 kbps speed requirement”) (available at: https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-14-190A1.pdf).


system, the customer-equivalent grant to Comcast would be a whopping $390 billion, or over 100-times Comcast’s annual capital expenditure and greater than all annual investment in broadband infrastructure.113 When put into context, the sizes of the subsidies received by some municipal systems are shocking.

D. Indirect, Implicit, and Cross Subsidies

The explicit subsidization of municipal broadband systems is nearly ubiquitous, but there are also plenty of indirect and implicit subsidies as well. Subsidies flow not only from the federal government, but also from the cities themselves. In many cases, there is no attempt to hide such subsidies. In Paragould-Arkansas, for example, the city raised the property tax from 2.76 mills to 2.825 mills to fund the municipal system after financial projections did not meet the target.114 In Ashland-Oregon, in addition to sizeable transfers from the electric and water utilities to the broadband network, the city approved a $7.50 per month fee on electric customers to subsidize the broadband network.115 A manager for the system in Sallisaw-Oklahoma said, “[o]ur project is not yet paying for itself. We’re still using other utility funds to pay for it.”116

Internal subsidies are not always so apparent. Consider again the system in Chattanooga. Chattanooga’s broadband system is constructed and maintained by the city’s municipal electric firm (Chattanooga Electric Power Board, or “EPB”). The initial justification for Chattanooga’s fiber deployment was the cost savings it might generate for the electricity division.117 As such, the construction of the broadband network was paid for by $229 million in revenue bonds and a $50 million loan to the broadband division from the electric division.118 It appears that the larger debt ($229 million) is being serviced by captive ratepayers, not the broadband customers, for the purposes of Smart Grid technologies. Yet, Smart Grid applications do not require fiber optic connections to households, and home metering and real-time pricing can be accomplished using cheaper and available technologies (capable of a 500 Kbps connection).119 Also, financial analyses,

114  Wi-Fi Waste, supra n. 13, at p. 24.
115  V. Aldous, Ashland, Ore., Transfers Funds to ISP, MAIL TRIBUNE (Jan 19, 2006). The $.7.50 fee was later dropped in response to public outrage.
119  An In-Depth Look at Click! Financials, Tacoma Public Utilities (May 20, 2015) (available at: http://www.clickcabletv.com/file_viewer.php?id=1911) (“Tacoma Power doesn’t need a wired telecommunications network for metering (at p. 24); “Did not foresee the industry evolution to wireless power metering systems (at p. 23)”); P. Fuhr, W. Manges, T. Kuruganti, Smart Grip Communications
including one by an independent auditor, indicate that only about 4-6% of the costs of a broadband network are reasonably assigned to a municipal electric utility. Even assuming a generous 10% allocation to Smart Grid, Chattanooga’s captive ratepayers were forced to assume $206 million in debt for the broadband customers, or about $3,700 per broadband subscriber. Shifting the costs of the fiber network to electricity customers is a subsidy. In fact, it is a cross-subsidy from the captive ratepayers of a monopoly electric utility to an affiliated broadband network in a competitive market. State regulators would almost certainly forbid such cross subsidization by investor-owned utilities, indicating that municipalities are operating under different standards than are private companies.

Indeed, the lack of fiber-to-the-home networks being built by investor-owned electric utilities is a potent piece of evidence. The incremental cost of adding broadband to an electric utility may be lower than it is for a firm without infrastructure and resources already deployed in the relevant market. Such spillovers need not be subsidies. Indeed, spillovers allowed the cable companies into the phone business, the phone companies into the video business, and both into the broadband business. But if there were sizable spillovers from the electric utility into the residential communications business, then we should see investor-owned utilities doing so. We do not.

When the Telecommunications Act of 1996 was passed, there was a great hope that electric utilities would enter aggressively into telecommunications markets. For the investor-owned utilities, however, that aggressive entry never occurred. Why? The principle reason is that politicians and regulators see it as their job to protect captive ratepayers from unnecessary risk, and building and operating a broadband network is exceedingly risky. For this reason, investor-owned utilities are closely-scrutinized by state Public Utility Commissions (“PUCs”) to make sure that anything that goes into a utility’s rate base is “used and useful” to the utility’s core electric business. If a utility tried to sneak in the costs of entry into the rate base any costs not related to the core electric business, the prudence hearing would not be pleasant. The risk-adverse investment culture that characterized electric utilities and their regulators effectively precludes investor-owned utilities from leveraging their electric monopoly into the communications business.


120 An In-Depth Look at Click! Financials, id, at pp. 28-33.


Yet, while entry from investor-owned utilities over the past twenty years has been minimal, municipal entry has been aggressive. In large part, we can attribute such entry by municipal utilities to the lack of regulatory oversight aimed at protecting the customers of the electric utility. Unlike their investor-owned counterparts, because municipal utilities generally face no oversight from state PUCs as to what and what may not be included into the ratebase but are, instead, often self-regulated by their own city councils, municipal utilities have much more leeway to use captive electric ratepayers to subsidize entry into broadband.\textsuperscript{123} State laws can act as a check, if not the only check, on municipal government’s cross subsidy of broadband services. The ease with which a cross subsidy may be implemented between an electric utility and an affiliated broadband network goes a long way to explain why municipal networks are often built in cities operating an electric utility. In numerous cases, the captive ratepayers are paying for failed municipal broadband projects.\textsuperscript{124} While it is not possible to eliminate the possibility of legitimate positive spillovers from the electric utility to the broadband network, the lack of investor-owned utility entry into the broadband market indicates that such spillovers are not large enough to motivate entry. Thus, subsidization is likely required to induce entry even by municipal electric utilities into the broadband business.

E. Predatory Entry

Private entry does not occur when it is unprofitable, which means that expected revenues after entry are insufficient to cover expected costs. Yet, as just discussed, municipal systems enter when “no one else will” implying, in all likelihood, asymmetric subsidies are involved. The evidence affirms the logic.

If too little revenues are the result of the municipal system offering high prices and low quality, thereby obtaining low market share, then the municipal system won’t last long and it will have accomplished nothing. Instead, advocates for municipal entry claim that municipal systems offer lower prices and higher quality in pursuit of the positive externalities associated with broadband. Whatever the goal, these systems take market share from the private incumbents, obtaining on average a market share of around 50\% to 60\%.\textsuperscript{125} As detailed above, eventually this additional entry will drive some, if not all, private incumbents from the market, or at least substantially reduce their presence and investments and reduce their returns. It is in this sequence of events where the problem with subsidized entry becomes apparent. If a subsidy is required for entry and sustained

\textsuperscript{123} See Nixon v. Missouri Municipal League, 541 U.S. 124, 134 (2004) (“when a government regulates itself (or the subdivision through which it acts) there is no clear distinction between the regulator and the entity regulated. Legal limits on what may be done by the government itself (including its subdivisions) will often be indistinguishable from choices that express what the government wishes to do with the authority and resources it can command.”)

\textsuperscript{124} See, e.g., Davidson and Santorelli, supra n. 13.

\textsuperscript{125} St. John, supra n. 29; J. Karami, What Can Tacoma Teach Seattle About Muni Broadband?, SEATTLE WEEKLY NEWS (June 30, 2015) (“to be sustainable, this new network would need to capture over ‘40 percent of the broadband market at a subscriber cost of $75 per month to be financially viable over the long term,’”) (available at: http://www.seattleweekly.com/news/959329-129/what-can-tacoma-teach-seattle-about).
operations, then by implication average price is below average incremental cost.\textsuperscript{126} Subsidized entry, therefore, may lead to predatory pricing (prices below incremental cost).\textsuperscript{127} While increased availability and adoption are noble goals, strangely enough it is this drive to increase output (and thus the externality benefits) that makes municipal entry more likely to be predatory.

The word “predatory” typically invokes antitrust law.\textsuperscript{128} Cities are likely to believe they are immune from antitrust law, both because of their status as “government” and because they are merely serving the interest of the public and not pursuing profit. Interestingly, in 1978, the United States Supreme Court in the case of \textit{City of Lafayette, Louisiana v. Louisiana Power and Light} rejected this public interest argument when it held that municipalities are not immune from the antitrust laws under the “state action” doctrine of \textit{Parker v. Brown} when they compete directly for customers with the private sector.\textsuperscript{129} There, municipalities argued that the antitrust laws are intended to protect the public from abuses of private power and not from utilities “that exist to serve the public weal.” The Court rejected this argument, finding that the municipalities’ argument that “their goal is not private profit but public service” to be only “partly correct.” As the Court explained:

\begin{quote}
Every business enterprise, public or private, operates its business in furtherance of its own goals. In the case of a municipally owned utility, that goal is likely to be, broadly speaking, the benefit of its citizens. But the economic choices made by public corporations in the conduct of their business affairs, designed as they are to assure maximum benefits for the community constituency, are not inherently more likely to comport with the broader interests of national economic well-being than are those of private corporations acting in furtherance of the interests of the organization and its shareholders. The allegations of the counterclaim, which for present purposes we accept as true, aptly illustrate the impact which local governments, acting as providers of services, may have on other individuals and business enterprises with which they inter-relate as purchasers, suppliers, and sometimes, as here, as competitors.\textsuperscript{130}
\end{quote}

While the Court noted that municipal systems “may, and do, participate in and affect the economic life of this Nation in a great number and variety of ways,” the Court held that

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{126} In regards to the entry decision, “below costs” implies that the total revenues of the entrant are below the total cost, since all costs are incremental. In the presence of legitimate spillovers, total costs are the incremental cost of adding the broadband network to whatever resources are already in use.
\item \textsuperscript{127} See also Wi-Fi Waste, supra n. 13, for a similar claim.
\item \textsuperscript{128} W.K. Viscusi, J.M. Vernon, J.E. Harrington Jr., \textit{ECONOMICS OF REGULATION AND ANTITRUST} (1995) (“pricing at a level calculated to exclude from the market an equally or more efficient competitor (at p. 272[)“(Areeda and Turner propose [] a price below reasonably anticipated average variable cost should be conclusively presumed unlawful (at p. 285)”).
\item \textsuperscript{129} \textit{City of Lafayette, Louisiana v. Louisiana Power and Light}, 435 U.S. 389 (1978).
\item \textsuperscript{130} \textit{Id.} at 403.
\end{itemize}
When these bodies act as owners and providers of services, they are fully capable of aggrandizing other economic units with which they interrelate, with the potential of serious distortion of the rational and efficient allocation of resources, and the efficiency of free markets which the regime of competition embodied in the antitrust laws is thought to engender. If municipalities were free to make economic choices counseled solely by their own parochial interests and without regard to their anticompetitive effects, a serious chink in the armor of antitrust protection would be introduced at odds with the comprehensive national policy Congress established.\footnote{Id. at 408.}

So while a city may view its actions to be to be “benefit of its citizens,” doing so does not imply the city is incapable of or excused from anticompetitive conduct that may lead to a “serious distortion of the rational and efficient allocation of resources, and the efficiency of free markets.” “Parochial interests” do not nullify “anticompetitive effects.”

Furthermore, externalities are, by definition, external, which means they are not monetized by the seller. Choosing prices, quality, or other factors without consideration of their financial implications is certain to reduce profit margins. A profit maximizing firm chooses its prices to maximize the spread between revenues and incremental (or marginal) cost. Any other strategy will lead to a lower spread between the two. Thus, the argument that a city may pursue objectives other than profit only strengthens the case for predatory entry, since subsidies must rise to account for the larger losses caused by the deviation from profit maximization.

Whether or not the inherent predatory nature of municipal entry in a market already served by others is actionable on antitrust grounds is an interesting question. For the most part, economic and legal experts frown upon predatory pricing claims, though some have been successful.\footnote{For a thorough review of predatory pricing in antitrust, see P. Bolton, J.F. Brodley, and M.H. Riordan, \textit{Predatory Pricing: Strategic Theory and Legal Policy}, U.S. Department of Justice (2006) (available at: \url{http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/atr/legacy/2006/10/30/218778.pdf}).} In the normal thinking, predatory pricing is not profitable unless the firm can raise price after its rivals exit. Doing so, however, may draw an entrant back in, thereby making the predatory strategy unprofitable. Such an argument depends on profit maximization and municipal systems often claim not to be profit maximizers. Thus, predation in the context of municipal entry is uncharted territory from a theoretical (both legal and economic) perspective. A lack of a profit motive makes existing case law and economic theories about predation mostly uninformative.

F. Private Investment and the Threat of Municipal Entry

When the FCC recently preempted state municipal broadband laws in Tennessee and North Carolina, the Commission’s action was intended to spur municipal investment in
naturally, in response to the commission’s action, private firms will increase their assessment of the threat of municipal entry. In the FCC’s 2015 preemption order, the agency expressed the view that “threat of entry or actual entry of a municipal provider spurs positive responses by the incumbent broadband provider [which] serves the goals of section 706.” In contrast (and as noted above), the FCC observed in its national broadband plan that “[m]unicipal broadband has risks. Municipally financed service may discourage investment by private companies.” As is typical of the FCC, no supporting analysis is provided of either of these conflicting claims; a shortfall I make some attempt to remedy here. I have already discussed the likelihood that municipal entry will lead to the exit of either the public or a private provider. Here, I will show, using the economic model presented above, that the mere threat of municipal entry may discourage private investment.

consistent with the general claim that wireline broadband services are provided by a duopoly, take the model from the previous section and set $f = A^2 / g$ so that $\eta^* = 2$. Suppose, however, that there is only one firm in the market and the second firm is only now considering the possibility of entering the market. Furthermore, suppose the second firm assigns the probability $\theta$ to the possibility that an equally-efficient municipal firm (leading to a symmetric outcome) will also enter the market to compete with the existing private monopoly. As always, the second private firm would only enter the market if the expected profit was greater than or equal to zero. Hence, the private firm will enter if:

$$E\{\pi\} = (1 - \theta)0 + \theta A^2 (\frac{1}{16} - \frac{1}{9}) \geq 0.$$  

expression (11) can only be met if $\theta = 0$. In other words, if there is any credible threat of municipal entry ($\theta > 0$), then the second private firm would not enter, thus generating a private monopoly in the market. However, if there is no threat of municipal entry ($\theta = 0$), then the second private firm would enter. This example shows that even a small probability of municipal entry can prevent private sector entry, thus artificially generating monopoly conditions in the marketplace. States with laws overseeing municipal broadband may have some advantage in attracting private investment. Indeed, $75\%$ of cities where Google has already deployed fiber and $100\%$ of cities where the company has upcoming deployments are in states with municipal broadband laws.

the logic of this argument has a more general application. Broadband technology is constantly improving. Thus, at any given time, the technology used is somewhat dated, of course, companies cannot invest in every technological advance that comes along.

133 2015 Preemption Order, supra n. 6.
134 Id. at ¶ 49.
135 National Broadband Plan, supra n. 2 at p. 153.
especially when an even better one is expected in the near future. At some point, however, the
corporations must pull the trigger in order to provide the service quality their customers
demand, knowing that it won't be long before the technology is once again “dated.” At
present, we are in the midst of such a massive technological upgrade—the move to very
high-speed networks. Fiber is one technology, but the cable companies have proven their
fiber-coaxial networks are capable of very high speeds as well. Right now, private
providers are making their computations about upgrading their networks and have
already begun to deploy in many cities. The threat of municipal entry, or the realization
of municipal entry, alters fundamentally that calculation, likely weakening the case for
investing in upgrades. In this respect, it’s a really bad time to be pushing municipal entry.
On the other hand, as larger cities get their upgrades, smaller cities likely feel an increasing
pressure to keep up. Given the long-term nature of broadband investments, the temporal
issues are very complex and very interesting.

G. State Laws Governing Municipal Entry

The (recently preempted) North Carolina law overseeing municipal broadband
includes (almost exclusively) provisions that restrain the subsidization and cross
subsidization of municipal systems. One critic of the law sums up the municipal
broadband issue, and oddly enough the economic analysis above, quite well, stating:

While [these subsidy] restraints serve a critical function in preserving private ISPs’ ability to compete effectively, they also impede public network
construction by making the public network less financially viable. Assuming private ISPs refuse to enter the market because they do not
believe they can provide service at a profit, or even at a break-even point, no municipality would be able to enter an unserved market given these
restraints. The entire reason for municipal networks in unserved markets is to overcome the private sector’s unwillingness to enter the market.137

While this quote is from an article advocating for municipal broadband, it lays out,
perhaps inadvertently, the dangers of municipal entry and the reason for states law to exist.138 Municipal broadband is subsidized entry, a finding that flows directly from the
“no one else will” argument made in this quote and by advocates of municipal entry.
Without subsidies, municipal entry is highly improbable, for the same reasons private
entry does not occur. Municipal entry cannot “promote competition.” If anything, the
count of providers will remain unchanged or fall. Moreover, when the government

137 J. Stricker, Casting a Wider “Net”: How and Why State Laws Restricting Municipal Broadband
Networks Must be Modified, 81 GEORGE WASHINGTON LAW REVIEW 589-626 (2013) at p. 615.

138 The FCC’s 2015 Pre-emption Order, supra n. 6 at ¶¶ 62, 107, 112, makes the same type of argument,
describing the North Carolina law’s restraints on subsidization as a deterrent to entry (“even if we focus on
taxpayer protection, as some request, the evidence before us suggests that the Tennessee and North Carolina
laws before us actually increase the likelihood of failure because of the barriers that they erect to the successful
deployment of broadband infrastructure by these entities (¶ 62”).
subsidizes the entry of its own firm into a market and drives down price, there is a reasonable case that the entry is predatory and thus anticompetitive.

In light of the potential predatory nature of municipal entry, it is little surprise that the private sector wishes to see some state controls over municipal entrants, and little surprise states have passed laws to oversee municipal entry. Municipal broadband is not means to “promote competition”; it is a means to displace or eliminate it. Moreover, it is not unreasonable to question how the private sector can compete with government-owned firms receiving thousands of dollars in subsidies for each of their customers. Unlike the claims of the FCC and others, these laws do not simply reflect the lobbying prowess of the broadband companies (as the FCC leadership appears to believe). These laws reflect a reasoned assessment of the nature and risks of municipal entry. Perhaps some provisions of these laws are poorly crafted, but state control of municipal entry has sound economic support. State control over its subdivisions is certainly no more radical and has far better support than does the government subsidizing itself to enter a business to compete with the private sector.139

VI. Externalities, Competition and Subsidies

The “promoting competition” argument for municipal broadband is logically unsound. And, I doubt most city officials are at all concerned about increasing competition and probably wish they didn’t have to share the market with private firms. Most of the city officials involved in these projects simply want to increase broadband adoption to help their community transition more smoothly and robustly to the information economy. Building a network is difficult, expensive and risky, yet some city officials do so nonetheless, suggesting they perceive the stakes to be high but their options limited.

A. Subsidies vs. Entry

If obtaining the positive externalities is the goal, then it is important to ask whether there are better methods to reap the positive externalities than by a municipality taking on the financial risk of building a broadband network. The presence of these positive externalities implies that the socially optimal aggregate quantity is above the level achieved in the private long-run equilibrium because private firms cannot capture the value of the external effects.141 I will now consider a subsidy as an alternative solution to

---


141 In the presence of a negative externality (pollution), competitive markets produce too much. In the presence of a positive externality, competitive markets produce too little.
the externality problem and compare it to the addition of a firm to a market already in equilibrium.

As noted above, to incorporate the external effects into the analysis, an additional term appears in the consumer welfare function:

$$ W(N) = \frac{1}{2}(A^2 - P_e^2) - Nf + zQ_e, $$

(12)

where \( z \) is the value of the external effect \((z > 0)\) per unit consumed \((Q_e)\). To make the case that a subsidized government-owned firm is the proper response to the positive externalities requires that the additional positive term in the welfare function is sufficiently large to make the socially-optimal number of firms greater than the private long-run equilibrium. This argument, however, rests upon the extremely strong assumption that the only available tool to increase aggregate quantity is an increase in the number of firms in the market, and to do so in a way that only the government is willing to be that firm. As noted above, what we need for broadband is more quantity, not more firms.

Rarely is it the case that the number of firms in the market is the only available tool. For example, various types of consumer subsidies can be utilized to achieve the same outcome in a far more efficient manner than the entry of a new firm.\footnote{Governments may also eliminate taxes and other regulations and procedures that discourage private sector investments.} As noted in one article about municipal broadband, “[l]ocal and state governments generally are not interested in operating broadband systems; most prefer to provide regulatory and financial incentives for private-sector carriers to make the necessary investments.”\footnote{Why States Should Support Broadband, supra n. 79.}

To illustrate this point, consider a straightforward numerical example. Going back to the economic model, suppose that \( A = 36 \) and \( f = \$144 \) so that the long-run equilibrium number of private firms is \( N^* = 2 \). The private long-run equilibrium would have an aggregate quantity of \( Q_e = 24 \). Suppose that this level is too small from a societal point of view due to a positive external effect associated with broadband. If a municipal firm enters \((N = 3)\), then the competitive effect would increase the aggregate quantity by three units (up to 27). There would, however, be the additional societal burden of another 144 units of fixed costs.

The predatory nature of additional entry can be seen here (though I have not specifically modeled the subsidization of the firm to induce entry). With three firms, each of the firms would sell 9 units at a price of $9, resulting in revenue of $81 compared to their fixed investment of $144. Prices are below incremental cost.

As an alternative to entry, suppose we attempted to generate the same three-unit increase in aggregate quantity by a uniform consumption subsidy of \( s \) per unit. Hence, the demand curve would now be
\[ P = A - Q + s \, . \]

(13)

With two firms in the market, the size of the subsidy required to generate the three-unit increase in the aggregate quantity would be \( s = $4.50 \). The total cost of the subsidy would be \( $4.50 \times 27 = $121.50 \). Clearly, this is less than the fixed costs associated with setting up a municipal firm ($144). Furthermore, the two incumbent firms would cover their average total costs and profits would be positive. The firms would each have revenue of \( $13.50 \times 13.50 = $182.25 \) versus a fixed investment of $144. There would be no issues of predation or potential exit. Moreover, the profits could even be extracted via a lump sum tax to pay partially for the subsidy if necessary.  

In this example, I have shown that a simple uniform subsidy dominated the alternative of the entry of an additional competitor even though a uniform subsidy is not the most efficient type of subsidy that can be used to increase the aggregate quantity. A subsidy targeted to those consumers with a lower willingness to pay (broadband vouchers) would be even more efficient than a uniform subsidy since there is no benefit to subsidizing those that are already consuming the service in the private equilibrium. Even in cases where substantial upgrades are required, some targeting may be possible, reducing the social cost of obtaining the positive externalities. Some private companies are presently active in such programs (without subsidies), including Comcast’s Internet Essentials program (providing low-cost broadband and computers to low-income households) and Facebook’s Free Basics program (offering free but somewhat limited Internet access in developing economies).

Furthermore, subsidies are a continuous instrument that can be easily adjusted in magnitude and targeted to particular groups to achieve the desired increase in quantity. The addition of a firm, by contrast, is a discrete (and inefficient) instrument that only provides a very imprecise targeting of desired increases in market quantity. In our example, if the socially optimal quantity was really 26 units, then the use of firm entry could not hit the target but must either miss it on the low side with two firms (24 units) or miss it on the high side with three firms (27 units). The subsidy, however, could easily achieve the optimal 26 units by adjusting the size of the uniform subsidy down to 3 units.

Without doubt, the best argument for municipal broadband is the positive externalities obtained from broadband. Yet, as I show here, entry with a high fixed-cost technology is a terribly costly and clumsy way to increase quantity to obtain a externality. It is also, by any standard, a radical and controversial approach. Theoretically, subsidies to existing firms and/or households is a far more efficient way to increase adoption and investment. Such subsidies avoid the controversy surrounding municipal broadband and do not lead to below-cost (predatory) pricing. For the city, practical problems implementing a subsidy

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{144}} \] Economic theory indicates that lump-sum taxes are the most efficient form of taxation. Such a tax would not fully pay for the full cost of the subsidy.

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{145}} \] In the same way, there is no benefit from offering households a quality of broadband that they couldn’t possibly use (e.g., 1 Gbps). Targeted deployments may be more sensible.

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{146}} \] See https://internetessentials.com.

\[ \text{\textsuperscript{147}} \] See https://www.internet.org.
scheme and the failure of the FCC to have any meaningful plan (other than passing the buck to municipalities to take on highly risky projects) may move municipal entry up the list of potential remedies, but entry is not pro-competitive but decidedly anticompetitive. In fact, municipal broadband makes far more sense if competition is not the goal.

VII. Practical Considerations for Reasonable Policy

Broadband is valuable and it is believed to have value above and beyond private values alone. As such, the private incentives to deploy and adopt broadband are too low. What is needed, consequently, are policies that encourage an increase in the deployment of modern broadband networks and the adoption of the services offered over those networks. We have a quantity problem (where quantity may be considered in terms of bandwidth as well), not a competition problem. Competition cannot solve a positive externalities problem—the private incentives are never enough. Again, we don’t need more providers, we need higher quantities.

Forcing an additional provider into a market—especially a government-owned and highly-subsidized one—is a very poor and untargeted policy to deal with a quantity shortage. This option is better characterized as anticompetitive than it is competitive and may very well lead to a government or private monopoly in broadband. This approach to solving the broadband externality issue may have its advocates, but experience suggests the cracks in it will eventually begin to show (and already are). Subsidies may very well be necessary to address the externality, but it is hard to find rational, economic support for the asymmetric subsidization of a government-owned broadband network intent on “competing” with existing private-sector firms.

Not only are the economics of municipal broadband questionable, but the risks are great. In the vacuum created by the failure of federal policy for broadband deployment in marginal communities, more and more cities are contemplating the construction of networks, placing themselves at great financial and possibly even litigation risk. A few examples of the downsides of municipal systems may be helpful in understanding the nature of the problem.

A. Burlington, Vermont

One of the first municipal fiber projects was in Burlington-Vermont. The City elders, confident in their business plan, promised taxpayers that the broadband network would be “financially self-supporting, pay all of its own cost, and yield a return to the City budget.” Municipal broadband advocates took them at their word, and praised the Burlington project an example where “[c]ommunities can build a telecommunications

\[148\] A recent document from the White House, Broadband Opportunities Council, supra n. 4, offers a few and quite general recommendations on how to improve federal policy with respect to broadband deployment.

network to provide better services at a lower cost while raising revenue.”

Despite such potential, exercising a bit of Yankee sensibility the Vermont legislature passed a law which forbade the City of Burlington from providing any financial support to the fledgling telecommunications network. While the legislature was pleased to see the project go forward, their intention was clear: the taxpayers will not be on the hook in the event of bad times. The legislature’s concerns were prescient.

Soon after the project got underway, reports of mismanagement began to percolate. In response, the Vermont Public Service Board (“PSB”) launched an investigation into Burlington Telecom, and its findings were staggering. Among other problems (including failing to meet buildout requirements), the PSB found that not only had the City had improperly advanced funds to keep the network afloat from the City’s general cash pool, but that Burlington Telecom had failed to pay the money back to the treasury, leaving the taxpayers on the hook for $16.9 million—conduct, by the way, which Burlington Telecom freely admitted to. In the PSB’s view, “the City’s admitted conduct displayed a wanton disregard not only for a significant condition of the network’s [certificate of public good], but also for provisions of the city charter that were enacted by the state legislature specifically to prevent such conduct.”

Burlington countered that the advance was no big deal, because the cash pool was the “City’s bank account” in which the “majority of the City’s funds are comingled.” The PSB didn’t buy this argument, finding that the “distinction that Burlington Telecom is seeking to make between city money and taxpayer money is largely immaterial.” As the PSB observed:

> It was clearly the legislative intent to avoid having the residents of Burlington saddled with a debt resulting from a failed venture. It would undermine this intent to accept the argument that dollars may be contributed by the City to BT from parking receipts, sales tax, license fees, or whatever, but not from the property tax. Dollars are the ultimate fungible, and have no identity as to their source. Even were that not the case, clearly, a dollar (or a million dollars) removed from the City’s checking account leaves a hole that must be filled from somewhere, and the residual source is the property tax.

---


152 State Of Vermont Public Service Board, Docket No. 7044, *Petition of City of Burlington, d/b/a Burlington Telecom, for a certificate of public good to operate a cable television system in the City of Burlington, Vermont (In Re: Amended Petition to amend Condition No. 17 of CPG related to completion of system build-out and to grant temporary relief from limitation in Condition No. 60 of CPG on financing operations, ORDER ON MOTIONS AND CROSS-MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (Order entered: 10/8/2010) (emphasis supplied).*

153 *Id.* at p. 15
The PSB concluded that “Burlington Telecom now owes the cash pool $16.9 million with no immediate or probable prospects of full repayment by Burlington Telecom. This now leaves City taxpayers effectively bearing the burden of this $16.9 million in Burlington Telecom losses.”

But this is not the end of this story: Burlington Telecom was subsequently sued by a major vendor for $33 million for defaulting on an equipment lease. This case was recently settled for $10 million, forcing the private sector to absorb the loss. To help finance this settlement, in November 2014 the City of Burlington entered into a sale/leaseback arrangement with a local businessman, effectively privatizing what was once a poster child of municipal broadband.

B. Provo, Utah

City officials in Provo, Utah, began constructing a municipal broadband network in 2004. Provo’s business plan was to forge partnerships with various Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) under which Provo would own and operate the network while the ISPs would sell the service to the end consumer. To pay for the network, the city issued $39 million in bonds, committing to monthly payments of $278,000 for 20 years. Over time, most of the ISPs on the network were unprofitable and the network eventually went bust. In 2008, Provo sold the network to the one remaining ISP on the network, but it too could not sustain financial viability. Eventually, the network reverted back to Provo.

As a stop-gap measure, city officials in November 2011 began charging $5.35 a month on residents’ electric bills to pay the bond payment (an explicit cross subsidy). Finally, in 2013, the City of Provo sold the network to Google for $1 in exchange for providing a free basic 5 Mbps service to all Provo residents for seven years (a below-cost price under nearly any measure of cost), as well as offering a free gigabit service to 25 public institutions, including public schools and recreation centers. It’s hard to compete with

154 Id. at p. 16. It should be noted that given such chicanery, the FBI also investigated whether the City of Burlington had violated Federal law. See Vt. Officials Say FBI on Burlington Telecom Case, ASSOCIATED PRESS (December 1, 2010) (available at: http://www.boston.com/news/local/vermont/articles/2010/12/01/vt_officials_say_fbi_on_burlington_telecom_case).
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free, and the loss of public customers certainly hurt the financial prospects for private providers.

Provo taxpayers were left holding the bag, forced to pay off a $39 million bond that the city originally issued to build the network. With interest, taxpayers still have to pay $3.3 million in bond payments per year for the next 12 years. And on top of that, the city will have to front an additional $1.7 million to cover costs not assumed by Google. These additional costs include (a) $722,000 for equipment in order to continue using the gigabit service for government operations already using the network, such as the operation of traffic lights and police and fire services; (b) $500,000 to a civil engineering firm to determine exactly where the fiber optic cables are buried because the construction company originally retained by the city to install the fiber cables underground did not keep records of where they buried all of them; and (c) $500,000 for an insurance policy to help mitigate any possible legal damages should Provo’s network not be presented to Google as promised. Finally, if things don’t work out for Google, it was reported that the city has to buy-back the network for $1.

C. Tacoma, Washington

In 1997, the city of Tacoma-Washington approved a plan to build a municipal communications network for a cost of about $200 million. Ushered in with great fanfare, the project earned Tacoma the nickname of the “America’s most wired city.” Like other municipal ventures, the Tacoma system received high praise for its benefits:

Since its approval in 1997, Tacoma’s hybrid fiber coaxial network has, among other things, ushered in a cable television service, offered customers three high-speed retail Internet service providers, enhanced Tacoma Power’s electrical system and created a communications network among government institutions. In turn, the network and its programs have drastically reduced market rates for cable TV and Internet subscribers; saved local governments about $700,000 in annual expenses; and created several promising projects, such as “smart meters” that can gauge utility consumption electronically and “pay as you go” account options for electricity customers ...

---
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Unfortunately, as with many municipal projects, economic reality finally met up with the hype: Tacoma’s municipal network is hemorrhaging $7.6 million a year, it is projected to lose $38 million over the next ten years, and it has yet to pay back the original investment. The utility recently concluded that “Tacoma Power doesn’t need a wired telecommunications network for metering.”

The massive financial losses fall to the municipal electric company’s captive ratepayers—regardless of whether they buy broadband or not—who must provide an annual subsidy to the failing broadband network to the tune of about $8-9 million a year. For the consumer, this cross subsidy is no small matter. According to local press reports, this subsidy represents 2.5% - 3% of a customer’s electric bill, so for a typically customer the subsidy costs them about $3.20 to $3.84 on a $128 monthly bill.

The citizens of Tacoma are fed up: according to a recent poll, seven of ten captive ratepayers said they would rather see the municipal network shut down than have power customers or the city government provide any additional subsidies. This sentiment is important—what constituents are willing to pay for the alleged “positive externalities” of broadband. Given this financial situation, the fact that a senior official from Tacoma’s mayor’s office conceded that the “utility would not make the same decision today.” At present, the city is contemplating its strategy for the future, including a lease of the system to a private provider.

---

165 How to Stop Click From Bleeding, supra n. 162; A New Era Needs a New Plan for Tacoma’s Click Cable TV (Opinion), BELLINGHAM HERALD (November 7, 2014) (available at: http://www.bellinghamherald.com/opinion/article22256331.html).

166 An In-Depth Look at Click! Financials, supra n. 119.


169 Id. Not surprisingly, many attendants at the public meeting opposed the lease of the system, but this group was not representative of the population (“’It’s safe to say a majority of the speakers (at the public meetings) said they did not support the Wave proposal,’ said Bob Mack, TPU deputy director for public affairs. ‘Not very many expressed concerns about Click’s financial distress.’ Mack said that’s likely because many who attended the meetings have a financial interest in the outcome of the lease discussions and want to defend the status quo. This group includes Click employees and their family members, as well as owners or employees of the companies that sell Internet service on Click’s wires.”).

170 M. Halverson, Disbanded, supra n. 29.

D. Groton, Connecticut

Success isn’t guaranteed even in markets where a municipal electric utility builds a broadband network. Consider the case of Groton-Connecticut. Groton Utilities is a municipal utility offering electricity services. The city decided to build a modern cable, telephone, and broadband network to compete with Comcast. The city borrowed $27.5 million to build the network. After incurring $11 million in losses from the operation of the network, the city found itself subsidizing the operating expenses of the company at a cost of about $2.5 million a year. Significantly, bankruptcy was not an option; the broadband operation is part of Groton Utilities and the utility is a city department, so the broadband division could not declare bankruptcy unless the city itself declared bankruptcy. Still, the city wanted out of the broadband business.

Eventually, the broadband network was sold to a private investor for $550,000. The initial agreed upon selling price to the sole interested party was $150,000, but some finagling got the price up a bit. Now, the $38 million tally of debt and losses is being passed on to the city’s captive electric ratepayers.

When advocates promote municipal broadband, they don’t talk about Groton, Provo, Tacoma, Burlington, or any one of the many financial failures leaving taxpayers holding the bag. Neither the FCC nor the White House mention Groton in their advocacy pieces for municipal broadband, but these financial disasters (among others) are surely part of the story. There is the strong stench of dishonesty in the government’s advocacy. Instead, advocates point to highly-subsidized systems like Chattanooga (replacing the failed Burlington system as poster children), since the illusion of success remains intact. Cities contemplating broadband networks must, however, weigh the totality of the evidence. All the evidence should be front and center in the policy debate. The need for broadband is real, but there are no simple solutions where broadband service is absent or lacking. There are good reasons why the service is absent or lacking, and those reasons must be overcome in one way or another.

VIII. Conclusion

Promoting the rapid deployment of broadband to all Americans, as Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act commands, is seen by many to be a worthy social goal. Yet, universal availability of broadband service is not to be expected from purely private investment. Municipal broadband may make a positive contribution towards closing the availability gap, and economic theory suggests that offering broadband service to the unserved is claimed to bring with it sizeable payoffs. A topic of perhaps greater interest is what economics has to say about using municipal broadband to fill this gap by

---

“promoting competition” in broadband markets. In this paper, I’ve analyzed this very topic and offer the following findings:

- First, the social benefits of broadband accrue neither to broadband providers nor their consumers, but to a third party. Thus, broadband policy is motivated by a positive externality. As a consequence, the private incentives of consumers to pay for and the private incentives of firms to deploy the “right amount” of broadband are too low from a social perspective. Competition is not a solution to the externality problem. Externalities are dealt with by using subsidies to alter private incentives so that they coincide with the social perspective.

- Second, municipal broadband is incapable of increasing in the long run the number of firms offering service in a given area. The number of providers in a market is determined by economic forces, not the whims of federal, state or city politicians. Municipal entry will eventually lead to the exit of the public or private providers, or both.

- Third, as the evidence suggest, economic theory indicates that municipal broadband is in almost all scenarios subsidized entry. The point is hardly debatable.

- Fourth, and following from the prior finding, subsidized municipal entry is prone to be predatory. Municipalities operating broadband networks are not, as the Supreme Court observed, acting only “to serve the public weal.” Instead, municipal entry is specifically targeted at capturing market share from private sector providers. As such, the subsidized entry of a municipal system may be characterized as anticompetitive in nature.

- Fifth, while municipal entry will almost certainly induce private firm exit, it is also true that the mere threat of municipal entry can reduce private sector investment. Paradoxically, the resulting lack of private supply may then be used to justify the municipal entry that caused the lack of competition in the first place.

- Sixth, for a number of reasons, the consumer welfare implications of municipal broadband are almost certainly unfavorable. The dependence on subsidies is problematic because subsidy dollars are expensive; research suggests that every dollar of spending by government costs way more than a dollar to gather and distribute. Also, free entry into a market typically leads to excessive, not too little, entry. In broadband, while an additional firm may lower price, that lower price must be paid for by the high-cost of building a new network. It’s often not worth it to society, even if it’s worth it to the firm (or municipality).

- Seventh, a shift to the more accurate “externality” motivation for municipal broadband is very informative. Incurring the massive fixed and sunk costs of building a broadband network, especially with subsidy dollars, is a very inefficient way to obtain the external benefits. Additional entry above and beyond the private sector equilibrium likely reduces consumer welfare and inevitably must induce exit by either the public or private firm(s). Subsidies to existing firms to increase output to achieve externalities are, under almost all circumstances, a better policy.
Subsidies are continuous and can be fine-tuned and targeted—entry is a discrete, clumsy, untargeted, and expensive approach.

- Eighth, given the above, the control by state legislatures of their municipal subdivisions with respect to municipal broadband has strong economic support.

- Finally, broadband is economically important, but much of the economic gains attributed to municipal broadband systems are based on economic migration rather than economic development. Business stealing is not a sustainable policy; a first mover advantage is not available to late comers. Newer and proposed deployments of municipal systems will not see as much economic return to broadband as earlier deployments.

When seen through the lens of a rational economic framework, municipal broadband is shown not to be a legitimate or even meaningful way to “promote competition.” If anything, economics tells us that municipal broadband is anticompetitive. The pursuit of positive externalities has more promise as a justification for municipal broadband, but even then there are potentially more efficient and less controversial alternatives to capture those externalities than by incurring the enormous cost of duplicating networks in communities where private-sector firms already offer some services.

Despite attacks by the federal government, state laws that govern the terms of municipal entry have a solid economic foundation. In contrast, as shown here, the Federal Communications Commission’s current position that municipal broadband promotes competition in any normal sense of the term has no foundation at all, at least it can’t be found in economic theory. Continued oversight of municipal entry by state legislatures is legitimate if they choose to do so.

Rejecting competition as a motivation for municipal broadband is not a rejection of municipal broadband. Certainly, in markets where no broadband exists, a municipality may sensibly construct and subsidize (perhaps indefinitely) a broadband network if it feels the externalities are large enough to justify it. In markets where private firms already offer some level of service, there may be more efficient and less controversial ways to obtain such external benefits. Practical considerations must be considered, however. Today, there appears to be no plan by the federal government to aid municipalities in enticing private firms to expand services. City officials may feel their hands are tied, forcing them into less desirable solutions. In the long term, municipal broadband advocacy will be better served by focusing attention on the real issue of externalities rather than the mistaken claims about increasing competition.

---
